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English Language Learners, Equity, and Early Intervention 

Project by 
Sandra J. Kaplan 

Abstract 

Purpose of the Study: In California, many English Learners (ELs) struggle to achieve 
the necessary levels of literacy required for school success. Thus, it is imperative that 
districts and schools design and implement effective literacy interventions for ELs as well 
as Native English Speakers (NES) who need additional support. In response to this 
imperative need, Pastoral Elementary School (PES) implemented a Response to 
Intervention (RTI) Tier 2 Literacy Intervention program for all students at-risk of failing 
to achieve literacy for school success. This Tier 2 Literacy Intervention program, which I 
coordinated and implemented, has been in existence in PES for the past ten years. 

Procedure: This thesis project summarizes current research in the field that supported 
the establishment of our R TI program. It describes the system of formative assessments 
we developed to guide our Tiers 1 and 2 levels of support, and the Tier 2 intervention 
program. This paper also describes the family support program that is an integral 
component of our success. 

Findings: A key finding of this thesis project is the critical imperative of a strong Tier 1 
program in Kindergarten and first grade to support students in achieving the literacy 
benchmark goals by the end of first grade. This finding is supported both by research and 
by ten years of experience within the tiered intervention program. 

Conclusions: This thesis project presents research-based recommendations for achieving 
the goal of meeting end of first grade literacy benchmarks. The emphasis is on formative 
assessments and tiered early intervention. 

MA Program: Education 
Sonoma State University 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A Call to Action 

1 

Low-income children and children whose home language is other than English are 

considered to be at greatest risk for school success (Xu & Drame, 2007; Hill, 2012; 

Olsen, 2010). These students enter U.S. schools with the challenge of acquiring a new 

language and gaining competence in all of the strands of literacy development: speaking, 

listening, reading, and writing. Strong abilities in the literacy strands of speaking, 

listening, reading and writing provide the necessary foundation for school success (Juel, 

1988;_National Institute for Literacy, 2000). In California, many English Learners (ELs) 

struggle to achieve the necessary levels of literacy required for school success. Thus, it is 

imperative that districts and schools design and implement effective literacy interventions 

for ELs. 

The literacy intervention program that is the focus of this thesis project was 

implemented at Pastoral Elementary School (PES), a small, rural K-8 school that is 

located in Northern California. It is a lovely school situated in the midst of rolling hills 

dotted with dairy cattle, beef cattle, and sheep. Many of our students live on ranches with 

their parents, who are either owners or workers. With fewer than 200 students, PES has 

just one classroom per grade level. Approximately 50% of our students speak Spanish in 

the home and the great majority of their families are low income, two key criteria that 

place the EL students at-risk for literacy development. 
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Few services are available in the area, and families must travel an average of 

thirty to forty minutes to shop for groceries or obtain medical services. Families of the 

district's students are supported by our school's Family Center. The two Family 

Advocates provide support to families with an emphasis on developing parent leadership. 

They work individually with parents to assist in resolving a myriad of challenges that 

may include paperwork, health issues, transportation needs, or communications with their 

children's teachers. They also plan evening family events that are very successful. The 

Family Advocates have done a remarkable job of bringing support services to our 

campus, notably a dental program that educates our students on dental hygiene, conducts 

dental screenings, and returns at a later date to provide dental services as needed. Other 

programs have included ESL classes, computer classes and parent leadership trainings on 

campus. The Family Advocates also make home visits, and played a key role with 

increasing Latino enrollment and participation in our onsite preschool. They also 

organize the English Language Advisory Committee (ELAC) for our site and our district, 

and over the years have been successful in developing strong Latino parent leadership. 

This ongoing program of support has made a great difference with students' home 

support and readiness to be successful in school. 

For the past ten years, I served as the K-8 Literacy Intervention Teacher. My work 

focused on implementing effective literacy interventions for all students who did not 

meet the benchmarks for their grade level. ELs are the subgroup with the greatest need 

for additional support, comprising approximately eighty percent of our intervention 

caseload. The additional support is needed to address the gap in achievement with respect 

to their native English-speaking peers. For this project, I will describe the school-based 



literacy intervention program that I developed, which includes a system of formative 

assessments to ensure that we were providing the needed support to meet all students' 

literacy goals. 

Background for the Project 

For the purposes of achieving access and equity with respect to academic 

achievement among public school students, the National Assessment of Educational 

Progress (NAEP) data and California's State Testing and Reporting (STAR) data are 

disaggregated by ethnicity, language, and socioeconomic status (SES). Disaggregated 

data allow for comparison of the achievement levels of student populations at-risk for 

academic achievement (Linan-Thompson, 2010). 

The disparity between the scores of disaggregated groups compared to White 

students is what has been termed the "achievement gap" (Good, Masewicz & Vogel, 

2010; Williams, 2011). The Nation's Report Card (2015) documents that the reading gap 

for fourth and eighth graders has narrowed only slightly since 2000, with no significant 

change since 2013. A great deal of quantitative research was conducted in the 1990's 

investigating the early causes of this gap (Adams, 1990; Clay, 1985; Hatcher, Hulme & 

Ellis, 1994). This research became the foundation for the National Reading Panel (NRP) 

report (2000), which was fundamental to the establishment of the No Child Left Behind 

Act (NCLB) of 2001. 

The publication of the NRP Report (2000) triggered significant additional 

research in the area of early reading intervention, particularly in Kindergarten and first 

grades (Linan-Thompson, 2006; Schatschneider, Francis, Carlson, Fletcher & Poorman, 

2004). The report delineates in great detail the "building blocks" that have proven to 
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foster success for all young readers: phonemic awareness (PA), phonics, fluency, 

vocabulary, and comprehension. Though usually listed in this order, the process of 

learning to read and building literacy is not a linear path. The first three elements, PA, 

phonics and fluency, are considered to be the essential foundations for supporting 

comprehension and gaining new vocabulary as an independent reader (National Institute 

for Literacy, 2000). Further research established the relationship between poor reading 

skills and school failure: students who enter high school with a 4th grade reading level 

cannot successfully negotiate the rigors of high school coursework, and are unprepared 

for post-secondary educational paths (Espinoza, 2015). 

ELs have historically been over-identified for Special Education placements (Xu 

& Drame, 2008). Current research, as well as the Pastoral Elementary School 

intervention program described in Chapter 3 and 4, indicates that early intervention can 

resolve the issues for the majority of the students. 

Outline of Chapters 

In this thesis project, I intend to establish the importance of mastering early 

reading skills as a prerequisite for student success. Of particular focus will be students 

who are English Learners (ELs ). 

Chapter 2 presents a summary of the research regarding early intervention for 

reading success as well as qualitative research of early primary writing instruction. The 

intention of this chapter will be to guide my work in developing recommendations for 

improving our literacy intervention program in kindergarten through third grade, as a 

contribution to our continuing efforts to close the achievement gap. 

4 



Chapter 3 describes the development of the literacy intervention program at PES. 

It presents a detailed description of the system of formative assessments that I developed 

as the K-8 Literacy Intervention Teacher to ensure that we are providing the needed 

support to meet key literacy goals for all of our students. 

Chapter 4 expands upon Chapter 3, presenting the instructional practices I 

developed in the PES intervention program and providing some vignettes to bring the 

Tier 2 program to life for the reader. 

Chapter 5 presents reflections and discusses in some detail adapting the Tier 2 

practices to the Tier 1 classroom. I conclude with positing a few opportunities for future 

research. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of Literature 

Closing the Achievement Gap 
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Learning to read and write is a symbiotic dance that can flow for nearly all 

students when sufficient supports are in place (Howard, 2009; Allington, 2012). Of 

course, many components interact to achieve the desired result of students who are 

proficient in all strands of literacy (i.e. reading, writing, speaking and listening). The 

components of literacy that are the focus of this literature review are: 1) language and 

socioeconomic factors that influence school achievement, 2) the role of home language in 

school-based literacy instruction and 3) the manner in which instructional support is 

provided should children experience difficulty with the development of literacy. In 

support of my thesis project, I will first provide an overview of English Learners (ELs) in 

the state of California with respect to academic achievement and literacy development. I 

will then summarize the relevant research on effective reading instruction and best 

practices for developing student writing in the early grades. I will conclude the review 

with a discussion of the Response to Intervention (RTI) early intervention approach for 

developing reading ability in the context of an EL-serving school environment. 

English Learners (ELs) and Academic Achievement 

A persistent gap in academic achievement exists between native English speaking 

students and those from culturally and linguistically diverse groups. This gap is 

particularly prevalent in California, with public school demographics of22.3 percent ELs 

and 42.9 percent with a home language other than English. Spanish is the primary home 

language other than English, representing 83.7 percent of these students (CDE, 2015). 



Additionally, poverty is the related criterion that strongly impacts students' ability to be 

successful in school. The poverty rate for ELs ranges from 74 to 85 percent, which is 

much higher than the overall rate of 21 percent for California's school-aged children 

(Hill, 2012). 
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The Tomas Rivera Policy Institute (2009) conducted an expansive study of EL 

students in the Los Angeles Unified School District. The primary concern was the large 

proportion of ELs who were not gaining proficiency in English during their years of 

public schooling. In fact, the research on high school ELs found that 75.9 percent of the 

students had been considered ELs since at least the first grade, illustrating that the issue is 

not one of recent immigrants (p. 6). 

In a broader study of forty California school districts, Olsen (2010) found similar 

results. Their research project defined "Long Term English Learners" (L-TELs) as 

students who had been educated "in United States schools for more than six years without 

reaching sufficient English proficiency to be reclassified" (p. 1 ). The results echoed those 

of the Rivera study, finding that overall, fifty-nine percent of secondary school ELs had 

not reclassified. Thirteen of the districts had L-TEL rates greater than seventy-five 

percent (p. 10). 

The Rivera (2009) study found a significant relationship between reclassification 

and school performance. Reclassification prior to the end of 5th grade provided the 

strongest outcomes (p. 7), and reclassification at any point during the middle school years 

improved the likelihood that the student would graduate from high school (p. 8). In 

conclusion, the study found that "English language learning and reclassification are two 



of the most influential processes shaping the educational trajectories oflanguage 

minorities" (p. 10). 
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Stanovich (1986, 1989) found convincing evidence that children who get a slow 

start in acquiring the early reading skills rarely become strong readers throughout their 

school years. His 1986 paper coined the popular term "Matthew Effect", a biblical 

reference in which the rich get richer and the poor get poorer. The Matthew Effect refers 

to the disparity in academic achievement that exists between different populations of 

children when they begin their formal K-12 schooling, a gap that typically widens as the 

years of schooling progress. This disparity is commonly referred to as the achievement 

gap, with the primary factors influencing the development of this gap being race, home 

language, and poverty (Rothstein, 2008; Williams, 2011; Verstegen, 2015). Stanovich 

(1989) also writes of the relationship between IQ and reading ability, asserting that this is 

a reciprocal relationship. "The reduced educational opportunities that are the result of 

slow reading acquisition further depress verbal intelligence and subsequent academic 

achievement" (p. 489). 

Rothstein (2008) discusses a number of the poverty factors that impact student 

learning: lack of medical insurance and dental care, frequent absences, environmental 

health issues due to substandard living conditions, family mobility, low levels of literacy 

in the home, limited experiential opportunities. Cumulatively, these factors have a 

significant impact on children's ability to be present in school and ready to learn. These 

are significant obstacles that children of poverty must overcome to succeed in school. 

Rothstein asserts that this points to the larger societal issues resulting from inequities of 

our social and economic systems. 



Hawley and Nieto (2010) bring these issues into the school environment and 

address the impact race has on teaching practices. They outline the importance of 

teachers examining their attitudes toward race and ethnicity as a path to informing and 

deepening their relationship with their students. They call into question the focus on 

teacher qualifications, and posit that the more essential criterion is teaching quality. This 

quality teaching would incorporate culturally relevant instructional practices and 

curriculum. In turn, the school site would also operate in a culturally responsive manner 

with students, parents, and staff. This environment would provide a strong environment 

of what Morrison et al. (2003) call "school belonging." 

Olsen's (2010) careful scrutiny of the L-TEL population indicates that these 

students did not receive appropriate levels of support in the critical early years of public 

schooling. In fact, it appears that many did not receive specific English Language 

Development instruction at all. This "sink or swim" model has proven to produce the 

worst results in terms of student outcomes (pp. 14-15). Rivera (2009) concurs, noting 

that quality of program is the key to gaining positive results. This quality is severely 

impacted by the finding that in California, ELs are almost four times as likely to be 

assigned to uncredentialed teachers (Gandara & Rumberger, 2003). 

Two recent articles in the Press Democrat (2015) highlight these concerns, 

addressing specifically the issue of Latino students who are unprepared for college-level 

English classes. Staff writer Martin Espinoza reported on a new $2.6 million U.S. 

Department of Education initiative aimed at improving the educational outcomes for the 

growing Latino student population at Santa Rosa Junior College (SRJC). The grant was 

made possible by SRJC's new designation as a Hispanic Serving Institute (HSI). Latinos 
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comprised 42 percent of new students at SRJC in the 2014-15 school year, which is the 

same percentage of students in Sonoma County's K-12 public schools. Even more 

compelling is that for the 2015-16 school year, 62 percent of incoming kindergartners in 

Santa Rosa City Schools are Latino (Press Democrat, 2015). 

Scaffolding, IDEA, and Literacy Achievement 

Particularly for economically disadvantaged students and language learners, the 

scaffolding provided by targeted instruction is essential (Stanovich, 1986, Orosco, 2010). 

Considerable current research supports intervention for struggling readers in the early 

grades ( Juel, 1988, Boscardin et al, 2008, Vaughn et al, 2003 ). 
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The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) was reauthorized in 

2004, and final regulations became effective in 2006. These regulations have had a far 

reaching impact, allowing local educational agencies (LEA) to consider a child's 

response to research-based interventions as a consideration when evaluating a child for 

specific learning disabilities (SLD). Prior to this change in the regulations, LEAs used the 

discrepancy model of a gap between intellectual ability and achievement for determining 

SLDs. Historically, the use of this model has led to the over identification of ELs as 

learning disabled. The regulations allow LEAs to use up to 15% of their IDEA Part B 

funds for developing and providing early intervening services (EIS). A child who fails to 

respond to the research-based interventions can qualify for Special Education services in 

absence of a discrepancy between IQ and academic performance (IDEA, 2007). 

The term "Response to Intervention" (RTI) is now commonly used to describe 

systems of early intervention. Mary Howard (2009) defines RTI as "a multitiered 

approach to early intervention for struggling readers, initially focused on K-2, but 



gradually extending to all grade levels. The overarching idea behind RTI is targeted 

instruction to expertly match each student's needs" (p. 3). 
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Orosco (2010) expressed criticism of the National Reading Panel (2000) failure to 

specifically address issues of second language learners, but sees promise in the 

implementation ofRTI as an asset-based approach to intervention support that can 

simultaneously reduce the number of EL Ls misidentified as special education. He also 

asserts the importance of alignment with the classroom teacher who provides Tier 1 

support. He describes a highly trained Tier 2 teacher who specifically addresses EL 

needs for scaffolding and for "engaging and motivating attitudes toward learning to read" 

(p. 269). 

Xu and Drame (2008) also refer to the disproportionate number of ELs that have 

historically been placed in special education. They welcome the advent of RTI that 

address the needs of all children, regardless of ability level. They note that an assumption 

is made that the general education classroom has delivered high quality instruction to all 

students, and assert that one of the most relevant factors in this regard is inclusion of 

students' culture, language, heritage and experience. 

Effective Literacy Instruction for All 

The publication of the National Reading Panel Report (National Institute for 

Literacy, 2000) delineated the building blocks that have proven to foster success for 

young readers: phonemic awareness (PA), phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and 

comprehension. Though usually listed in this order, the process of learning to read and 

building literacy is not a linear path. Taberski (2009) asserts that a useful image is the 

first four components falling under the umbrella of comprehension. 
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A strong foundation in phonemic awareness leads directly into developing 

decoding and spelling abilities as well as reading (Mann, 1993; Ritchey, 2008; Dixon, 

Stuart, & Masterson, 2002). Juel (1988) determined that early mastery of decoding skills 

leads to broader independent reading. As Shefelbine (2015) tells us, independent reading 

is where we gain the vast majority of our new vocabulary. "Reading for pleasure is the 

missing link in frameworks that simply contrast learning to read with reading to learn. 

Pleasure reading encourages the development of reading as a life-long habit and pastime 

while strengthening both academic language and fluency" (p. 2). 

The symbiotic dance of reading and writing begins with the foundational work in 

preschool and kindergarten as children develop their understanding of how language 

works at the auditory level. Children gain the ability to break spoken words into their 

phonological units, known as phonemes. Phonemic awareness (PA) ability has been 

shown to have a strong correlation to early reading success, and conversely, poor PA 

abilities have been found to be a predictor ofreading problems (Mann, 1993). 

As young students learn the sound-symbol relationship of the alphabetic system, 

they are able to utilize this knowledge together with their PA knowledge to write words 

by putting down the alphabetic representations for the sounds they hear. 

Developmentally, early writing often consists of beginning sounds or consonants that 

they hear, with incorporation of vowels in spelling words being a later stage of 

development (Ritchey, 2008). 

Spelling instruction is a perfect example of the relationship between reading and 

writing. Stage and Wagner (1992) found a strong correlation between spelling and 

phonemic awareness in first graders. Ritchey (2008) references a number of studies that 



illuminate the relationship between learning to read and learning to spell, thus also 

learning to write effectively (p. 29). 
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Dixon et al (2002) investigated the relationship between phoneme segmentation 

ability and development of spelling ability. Previous researchers had found that beginning 

readers use their knowledge of phoneme segmentation and their knowledge of alphabetic 

sound-symbols as they read (Ehri & Wilce, 1985; Rack, Hulme, & Snowling, 1993). The 

Dixon study (2002) found that children with the strongest PA skills were able to apply 

this knowledge to orthographic representations, and were also able to learn new skills 

more quickly than their less able peers (p. 312). The authors conclude that their study 

provides strong support for the relationship of PA to reading, which is then transferred to 

spelling as well. They find that children with limited PA skills and knowledge of letter 

sounds are at a great disadvantage, as they recognize words by their structure, known as 

whole word reading. This approach becomes much more difficult as students are 

confronted with multisyllabic words, complex spelling patterns, and unfamiliar 

vocabulary. 

In the introduction to her study, Ritchey (2008) acknowledges the foundational 

report of the National Reading Panel (2000) as well as Snow, Burns, and Griffin (1998) 

for putting the focus on the importance of early reading acquisition, and notes the 

"multiplying consequences" of failing to acquire foundational skills in the early 

elementary years (p. 27). 

Handwriting ability has been shown to play a significant role in writing 

proficiency in several respects. Children who struggle with letter formation may produce 

text that is difficult to read, as well as inhibiting their ability to record their thoughts on 
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paper. If the child's attention is diverted to the task of forming a particular letter, or 

several letters, they may lose the ideas or plans that they had in mind. Additionally, many 

children who struggle with letter formation avoid the task of writing altogether, as the 

task is simply too taxing (Graham, 2008). 

Graham, Harris et al (2008) conducted a random sample of primary grade 

teachers across the United States, inquiring as to their instructional practices in 

handwriting. Though 90% of those surveyed reported that they do teach handwriting, 

only a small minority of teachers (12%) felt that their education courses had prepared 

them for this instruction. This has resulted in uneven application of teaching 

methodologies, raising concerns regarding the quality of instruction 

Writing: The Neglected Strand 

One of the criticisms leveled at the NRP (2000) was its failure to address writing 

as one of the essential components ofreading instruction. The National Commission on 

Writing (2003) calls for an overhaul of the way writing is taught, and also sounds the 

alarm regarding how little instructional time and money are devoted to this essential 

element of literacy. They assert, " ... if students are to learn, they must write" (p. 9). They 

make the connection to college and career as well, noting that a survey of midcareer 

professionals overwhelmingly cited effective writing as an essential skill in their day to 

day work (p.11 ). These sentiments have recently been echoed by the national move 

toward Common Core Standards, which places a strong emphasis on writing. 

Researchers find that writing has generally been neglected both in terms of 

research and classroom practice, with the emphasis placed primarily on reading and oral 

language (Miller, 2011; Cutler & Graham, 2008; Mathers, Shea & Steigerwald, 2009). 



The growing body of current research supports an integrated approach to literacy 

development that would provide balanced instruction in all four modes of literacy 

(reading, writing, speaking and listening). This integrated approach would include a 

strong emphasis on writing instruction and the integration of writing into the daily life of 

the classroom. 
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In the introduction to a special issue on reading and writing, Graham (2008) 

defines what he considers to be four of the key aspects of writing instruction for school

age children: the process by which children develop as writers, effective classroom 

practices for writing instruction, support for struggling writers, and assessment of student 

writing (p. 1). Key factors that impact writing ability are knowledge of phonemic 

awareness and sound-symbol relationships, and fluidity with orthographic representation. 

As an essential part of this sublexical route to reading and writing fluency, students must 

master the sound-symbol relationships of our alphabetic system (Ritchey, 2008; 

Senechal, Ouellette, Pagan & Lever, 2012; Dixon, Stuart & Masterson, 2002). 

The results of a national study conducted by Mathers, Shea and Steigerwald 

(2009) and another by Cutler and Graham (2008) conclude that writing has been 

neglected, at least in part, due to the priority placed on reading. Teacher education 

programs have failed to provide support in this area; comments from teachers included, 

"Almost every (teacher preparation) class stressed the importance ofreading", "I can 

honestly say that I do not recall having any college-level coursework that was related to 

the teaching of writing", and "I learned writing was important, but not how to specifically 

teach it" (Mathers et al, 2009, p.15 8). 
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Graham, Harris, Fink-Chorzempa and Mac Arthur (2003) address the issue of the 

growing diversity in our U.S. public schools and the need to adapt instruction to meet 

individual student needs. Their study investigated the nature and extent of the 

instructional adaptations provided for low-achieving students, finding that 45% of 

teachers make few adaptations for struggling writers, with 20% of those making no 

adaptations whatsoever. Their research also noted an imbalance in what is taught, finding 

that on average for every hour spent teaching writing process, 2.6 hours are spent 

teaching writing mechanics. 

Coker (2006) conducted an important study of low-income first-grade urban 

school children that investigated the interrelatedness of all the literacy strands in regard to 

writing growth. The factors considered were students' socioeconomic status (SES), 

knowledge of vocabulary, reading ability, and quality of the first grade teacher. The study 

indicated that these "diverse influences may have a simultaneous and complex impact on 

writing development" (p. 482). The study encourages an integrative model of writing 

instruction that takes into account all the factors outlined above. 

Developing as a Writer: The Process 

Consistently emphasized in the research is the importance of introducing the 

mechanics of writing in the early grades as the essential companion piece to process 

writing and reading instruction. Graham, Berninger, Abbott, Abbott and Whitaker (1997) 

found that handwriting fluency and spelling in particular have a major impact on student 

success with writing. As students' writing develops, the fluency of letter formation and 

increasing confidence with spelling contribute to young writers' ability to express their 

ideas (Ritchey, 2008). 
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Three studies indicate that handwriting instruction improves writing performance 

in one or more areas, including sentence construction, amount of text produced, and 

quality of writing (Graham, Berninger et al., 1997; Graham, Harris, & Fink, 2000; Jones 

& Christensen, 1999). Jones and Christensen (1999) found that instruction to improve the 

handwriting of first graders produced improvements in their letter formation, handwriting 

fluency, and story writing performance. 

Of course, it is not necessary that all the elements of mechanics be in place in 

order for children to write. As indicated below, it is of key importance that daily writing 

be implemented within the very first weeks of kindergarten. The daily writing is the 

opportunity for children to practice what they have learned, and to express themselves as 

developing readers and writers. Graham, Berninger et al. (1997) note "it is important to 

take a balanced approach to writing instruction for beginning and developing writers, 

including explicit instruction in the mechanics of writing along with authentic activities 

that emphasize meaning and process in the instructional program" (p. 180). 

The Importance of Daily Writing in Developing Fluency 

A wealth of information on writing process is found in the realm of qualitative 

research, which was not incorporated into the NRP report (2000). This research provides 

a plethora of methodologies for introducing writing in the early primary grades, enabling 

teachers to search out the styles and methods that match with their style and thus will be a 

good fit for their classrooms. Common themes found throughout the literature addressed 

the importance of being set up for success. Recommended were a writing center, readily 

available writing tools, sufficient time to write, and interactions with peers and adults. 



This section will summarize several qualitative studies that portray strong models for 

everyday writing. 
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Cress (1998) describes the interactive journal writing found in one kindergarten 

classroom. The teacher begins journal writing in February, preparing simple journals of 

white copy paper bound in a construction paper cover. This format encourages continuity 

in the children's writing, as some children develop a story that continues from day to day. 

It is important to note that with young writers, their picture and dialogue with an adult are 

important components of the writing process. The teacher talks about their drawing with 

each student, and writes a specific comment or question on the next page to prompt the 

next day's writing. The teacher has found that ten pages is an ideal length for stretching 

story ideas without belaboring them. She encourages that children complete only one 

page per day, which supports the quality of their drawing and writing as the most 

important goal. 

Hannon (1999) introduced journal writing to her kindergartners with an overhead 

projector during the second week of school, first modeling the process several times. She 

chose a topic familiar to all the students, sketched an illustration, and wrote two sentences 

about the topic. The following week, the students received their own journals. During the 

first half of the year, the children's entries were primarily drawings with some invented 

spelling, as well as words from environmental print found in their classroom. All were 

considered developmentally appropriate forms of emergent writing. The children were 

later given the option of dialoguing with their teacher in their journals. By the end of the 

school year, these kindergartners showed considerable growth as writers. 
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Jones and East (2010) echo the importance of meaningful daily writing routines, 

coupled with positive interactions with adults. In this yearlong study of first grade 

writers, the authors quantified the children's growth in writing abilities. The classroom 

was organized for success, with a Word Wall for high frequency words, access to 

personal spelling dictionaries, and sound/spelling charts. Students received feedback at 

least twice per week, either from the teacher or a parent volunteer. Each day, a few 

students would share their writing with the class. Music was utilized to great effect: 

classical for calm periods, scary music combined with writing by flashlight, Scottish 

music with a hidden leprechaun. The students recognized that they were writing for an 

audience, and had frequent opportunities to read their work to their teacher, their parents, 

and parent volunteers. Parent volunteers were provided with specific messages they could 

give the children to support their process as writers. 

The student journals were analyzed for spelling, total words, and correct 

punctuation at three points during the year. Significant growth was found in all three 

categories, with the greatest gains in total words produced: (14.5 in August and 83.9 in 

May), and in correct spelling: (20.1 in August and 99.5 in May). Smaller but significant 

gains were made in punctuation, which is acknowledged as being the last element that 

students will internalize in their everyday writing (Jones & East, p. 116). The authors 

concluded that the everyday writing resulted in children feeling confident about their 

writing abilities as they exited first grade. 

The Theory that Shapes the Practice 

Lev Vygostky's (1978) theory of child development viewed interaction among 

peers as an effective way of developing skills and strategies. He suggested that teachers 
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use cooperative learning exercises where less competent children develop with help from 

more skillful peers - within the zone of proximal development (ZPD). Vygotsky defined 

the ZPD as "the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by 

independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined 

through problem solving under adult guidance, or in collaboration with more capable 

peers" (p. 86). He developed this theory in the course of his extensive observations of 

school children and how they acquire new knowledge and skills. Vygotsky believed that 

when a student is in the ZPD for a particular task, providing the appropriate assistance 

will give the student enough of a "boost" to achieve the task. Once the student, with the 

benefit of scaffolding, masters the task, the scaffolding can then be removed and the 

student will then be able to complete the task again on his own. This brilliant and highly 

accessible theory, often considered synonymous with the more common term of 

scaffolding, is the cornerstone of effective teaching, and posits why targeted small group 

work is so effective. 

Differentiated Instruction and Small Group Work 

Differentiated instruction involves modifying the content, process, product or 

learning environment to effectively address the variety of student interests, learning 

preferences, affective needs and readiness levels in today's classrooms (Tomlinson, 

2003). A classroom organized for differentiated instruction enables the teacher to meet 

the disparate needs of the students. According to Allington's (2009) research, the most 

effective first grade teachers begin the year frontloading small group time to the students 

with the greatest need. At the beginning of the year, the allocation of time could be as 

much as 70% for the least able and 30% for the most able students (p. 10). As the year 
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progresses the most effective teachers gradually move toward a balanced allocation of 

time. This approach is applicable for kindergarten classrooms as well. Logically, if Tier 1 

is implemented effectively in kindergarten, the need for intensive intervention in first 

grade will be reduced. 

Effective implementation of Tier 1 classroom intervention benefits from flexible 

small groups as a cornerstone of the program (Ritchie, 2014). The ideal teacher/student 

ratio for an intensive intervention group to be effective is one to three, with the most 

effective being one to one (Allington, 2009). Larger groupings of four to six are also 

beneficial, with the teacher pulling students who all need the same instruction (Ashlock, 

2006-2007). A small group allows for instruction to be targeted most effectively, thus 

reducing the amount of time needed to gain proficiency on the specific skills being 

addressed. Flexible groupings allow for the teacher to pull students as needed, as 

contrasted with a traditional model of rotating between fixed groups of similar size for 

equal amounts of time. 



Chapter 3 

Development of the Literacy Intervention Program and 

Formative Assessment System 

"Evidence is mounting that the primary specific mechanism that enables early reading 
success is phonological awareness: conscious access to the phonemic level of the speech 
stream and some ability to cognitively manipulate representations at this level. ... A 
beginning reader must at some point discover the alphabetic principle: that units of print 
map onto units of sound ... ( and) it must be acquired if a child is to progress successfully 
in reading." (Stanovich, 1986, p. 24-25). 

Origins of Tiered Intervention at Pastoral Elementary School 

In 2000, our site principal began actively pursuing trainings, workshops, and 

professional development opportunities to educate PES staff on the latest literacy 

research, in pursuit of curricular improvements that would narrow the achievement gap 

between the Latino and Anglo students. This gap is documented by the Academic 

Performance Index (API) scores of the State Testing and Reporting System (STAR). In 

1999, the baseline year for data that motivated our program of school improvement, the 

Pastoral Elementary School API scores showed an aggregate score of 690 overall. 

Disaggregated data illustrated the gap between the native Spanish speakers' score of 486 

versus the score of 774 for native English speakers, a gap of288 points. (Attachment A). 

In 2005, the principal further developed our program of school improvement by 

creating a school-wide reading support position with the goal of continuing to close the 

achievement gap between students whose home language was English and those whose 

home language was Spanish. At that time, the PES API score was 791 overall, with a 

score of 697 for native Spanish speakers and 851 for native English speakers. The gap 

had been reduced from 288 points to 154 points in those five years. 
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I was given the opportunity to move from second grade to take the school-wide 

position of Literacy Intervention Teacher, and held this position for the past ten years. I 

worked closely with a highly qualified, bilingual Intervention Tutor who has been with 

our district for over fifteen years. In 2006 we implemented a system of tiered intervention 

at our site. The system we established delineates the responsibilities of the classroom 

teacher to provide thirty minutes of additional support for students who are not meeting 

grade level standards. It also calls for additional levels of support for students who need 

more support than is possible in the mainstream classroom. This tiered system was 

created to mitigate the number of students being referred to Special Education. My 

program provided Tier 2 and Tier 3 levels of support, with Tier 3 providing support of 

greater intensity when needed. 

As part of my professional development for the position, I attended several 

conferences during my first two years, most notably a 12-day intensive training for early 

literacy (Ashlock, 2006-07). I also attended an ELL conference at Sonoma County Office 

of Education for administrators that focused on closing the academic achievement gap 

(Administrator ELL Conference, 2006). In addition to conference attendance, I was also 

trained to administer the CELDT (California English Language Development Test). I 

read recently published books as we developed the program (Freeman & Freeman, 2004; 

Howard, 2009; Allington 2006). 

With the combined efforts of classroom teachers and the tiered literacy 

intervention program, by 2012 the API data indicated that the score for native Spanish 

speakers was 813 and the score for native English speakers was 893. The gap had been 



reduced from 288 points to 80 points over the thirteen-year period. The PES score for 

native Spanish speakers had increased from 486 to 813. 
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The following sections of this chapter will describe in detail the K-3 system of 

formative assessments we use, which provide the information needed to effectively target 

instruction for all students in Tier 1 and Tier 2. 

Formative Assessments 

A great deal of research on early literacy development has been conducted since 

the National Reading Report was published (National Institute for Literacy, 2000). This 

research addresses key components of literacy development (phonemic awareness, 

phonics, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension) and indicates that a strong battery of 

formative assessments is key to developing successful early elementary reading 

instruction (Fuchs, Fuchs & Compton, 2004, 2012; Clemens, Shapiro & Thoemmes, 

2011; Linan-Thompson, Vaughn, Prater & Cirino, 2006). Zumeta, Compton and Fuchs 

(2012) concluded "it is imperative that measurement tools accurately identify students 

who require extra help in a timely manner" (p. 217) and recommend the use of 

curriculum-based measurement (CBM) to monitor student progress. 

Speece and Ritchey (2005) found that the children who were at risk in mid-first 

grade continued to perform at a lower level at the end of second grade, noting the 

"persistent difficulties of students who struggle with the beginning stages of reading 

acquisition", and suggest that "skills related to fluency development may need to be 

incorporated much earlier in the reading curriculum" (p. 396). 

A vital component of our success was the development and implementation of the 

PES K-3 assessment schedule (attachment B). Formative assessments provided the 



information we needed to develop an intervention plan specific to each child. Using data 

from those formative assessments, we strove to match students with similar needs, 

usually in groups of two or three, and on occasion worked 1: 1 with a student based on 

specific need. This approach to tiered intervention maximized the effectiveness of the 

intervention, and minimized the amount of time the students were pulled from their 

classroom. 

The first CBM assessment we gave students each year was the DIBELS reading 

assessment, a screener that provided a first look at student abilities in the area of reading. 

We then gave two diagnostic assessments, the CORE Phonics assessment and a high 

frequency words assessment, to determine the appropriate instructional plan for each 

child. 

DIBELS Benchmark Reading Assessments 
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DIBELS is the acronym for Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills, a 

user-friendly assessment system of foundational reading skills developed by Kaminsky 

and Good (1991) at the University of Oregon. The DIBELS Data System (DDS) has been 

modified and improved over the years, is computer based, low cost, and provides 

immediate information on student progress toward goals. We used the DIBELS Next 

version, which was launched in 2010 and modified in 2012 (University of Oregon, 2012). 

The modifications included making the third through sixth grade DAZE subtest "optional 

with endorsement", and the retell fluency (RTF) for all grade levels and the phoneme 

segmentation fluency (PSF) at the beginning of first grade "optional without 

endorsement" (p. 5). The rationale for the change is that the DDS researchers determined 

that Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) alone was sufficient as an indication of student 



progress. The time required for administering the complete battery of subtests was 

presented as a major factor in this shift (p. 1 ), and the assumption was made that 

classroom teachers would utilize curriculum based measurements (CBM) for further 

analysis of student progress and need for support. 

We appreciated that DDS continued to support users in this flexible manner and 

recognized the time requirement for administering all subtests. The assessment team 

approach that we developed enabled teachers to remain in their classroom while the 

individual benchmark assessments were conducted outside the classroom. Additionally, 

the information we gleaned from administering all subtests provided key formative 

assessment data. 
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Recently, DIBELS shifted to "Recommended Goals" while continuing to support 

use of"Former Goals" (University of Oregon, 2012). The "Recommended Goals" 

represent a significant increase in expectations, for example increasing the end of year 

first grade benchmark from 47cwpm to 69cwpm. We found that the Recommended Goals 

did not sort our primary students into useful instructional categories of Intensive, 

Strategic, and Core, as the great majority of our emerging readers were then identified as 

"Intensive". Additionally, the "Recommended" report ranks students in order of correct 

words produced, without incorporating any other factors. The "Recommended Goals" 

also do not compute a student composite score, a prior system improvement that we 

found beneficial. 

The DIBELS benchmark assessments served our school as the primary 

assessment for reading fluency and comprehension. We have continued to administer all 
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available subtests, as we have found diagnostic value in the information they provide and 

have determined that the resulting report provides a more comprehensive view of each 

child's abilities. The DDS system computes a composite score and then ranks students by 

that score only if all subtests are conducted and only for the Farmer Goals. We find this 

ranking to be preferable to ranking by ORF. For these reasons, we have continued to use 

the "Former Goals" report for intervention purposes. We now provide second through 

sixth grade teachers with both reports, "Former Goals" and "Recommended Goals" to 

support and encourage continued intervention as needed, as well as continued 

improvement of ORF in the upper grades. 

DIBELS provides recommended windows for the administration of the fall, 

winter, and spring benchmark reading assessments. For the most beneficial results, the 

administration of the fall benchmark should be scheduled for two to three weeks into the 

start of the school year. This gives the students time to recover from the "summer slump" 

and provides a more accurate picture of their current level of proficiency. The midyear 

assessment is typically administered in January for schools on a traditional calendar. 

Again, waiting at least a week after the winter break to administer the assessments allows 

for the students to be settled back into the school routine. Scheduling of the final 

benchmark assessment must be planned with the state testing dates in mind; additionally, 

the end of a school year is often full of culminating activities that can interfere with 

administration of assessments. The second week of May has worked well in recent years. 

As a DIBELS Mentor, I am qualified to train our team of certificated teachers and 

instructional assistants to administer the DIBELS benchmark assessments. Classroom 

teachers are given advance notice of the assessment days, and assessment schedules are 



organized to minimize classroom disruption. The assessment team approach serves two 

important functions: it simultaneously relieves classroom teachers of the testing 

responsibilities and provides consistent administration of the benchmark assessments 

across all classrooms and grade levels. 
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The DDS system provides comprehensive instructions for administering the 

assessments for each subtest. With many years of experience in administering DIBELS, 

we have developed some methodologies to ensure that students are able to perform to 

their true abilities on these one minute timed tests. The test of Phoneme Segmentation 

Fluency (PSF) is given to kindergarteners and first graders. This subtest requires a 

proficient administrator who can provide the next word to the student as soon as the 

previous word is produced, thus maximizing the student's opportunity to show their level 

of competence with this key auditory skill. 

The Nonsense Word Fluency subtest is given from mid-Kindergarten through the 

first benchmark of second grade. This subtest presents a page of CVC words to assess the 

student's knowledge of letter sounds. The students may produce sound-by-sound, sound

sound-sound-blend, or read the CVC word as a whole word without sounding it out. 

Credit is given for Whole Words Read (WWR) only for words read without first 

sounding out. For this reason, we encourage more proficient students to audibly read each 

prompt as a word. This subtest indicates areas of need the student may have. Because 

they are pseudo words and not in context, the student is looking only at the alphabetic 

symbols. This subtest often reveals issues of b/d letter reversals and also indicates student 

proficiency with vowel sounds, which is consistently the error of greatest frequency. 
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The Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) subtest consists of a one-minute audible reading 

of a passage followed by a one-minute retell. The instructions inform the students that 

they will be retelling the passage following their reading it aloud. We have found the 

retell measure to be particularly beneficial for tracking the progress of our ELL students. 

The final DIBELS subtest is the DAZE, which is administered to third through 

sixth grade and assesses comprehension as a cloze activity. Students are given a two to 

three-page passage to read. Each sentence is interspersed with boxes containing three 

words. The student then circles the word they believe best completes the sentence. This 

assessment is particularly valuable for evaluating students' ability to use syntactic clues 

as they read and make their word choices. This three-minute assessment is administered 

whole class. 

The DIBELS benchmark assessments continue to be a valuable tool for 

monitoring student progress across the grade levels. The reports provide a platform for 

discussion and instructional decisions among the classroom teacher, interventionist, and 

site principal. They present a thrice-annual snapshot of student progress toward goals. 

Additionally, the DDS system produces individual reports of student progress that can be 

used with parent conferences in the fall as well as year-end summaries. The parent 

reports are available in English and Spanish. 

CORE Phonics 

CORE Phonics (Consortium on Reading Excellence, 1999) is a diagnostic 

assessment for determining students' developmental level regarding the acquisition of 

phonics. It assesses upper and lower case letter names, consonant sounds, long and short 

vowel sounds, short vowels in CVC words, short vowels with consonant blends, short 



vowels with digraphs and trigraphs, vowel pairs, r-controlled vowels, variant vowels 

(dipthongs), and multisyllabic words. The assessment presents rows ofreal words and 

pseudo words for the student to decode. We give this assessment at the end of 

kindergarten through short vowels in CVC words, again in September of first grade. 

Subsequent assessments are given as needed to check for phonics mastery. Once the 

student masters all sections of the CORE Phonics including multisyllabic words, it is no 

longer given. 

High frequency words 

Word Identification Fluency (WIF) was found to have "stronger predictive 

validity than NWF" for first graders (Zumeta, Compton, & Fuchs, p. 203), and regular 

monitoring of this measure in first grade was recommended. They also note that ORF is 

not a useful measure in the first half of first grade, as the majority of students are not yet 

able to read passages. A study by Speece and Ritchey (2005) determined that once 

students had passed the letter sound fluency (LSF) stage, word reading skills became the 

best predictor of fluency, a correlation that carried into second grade. Clemens, Shapiro 

and Thoemmes (2011) found WIF to be the strongest overall predictor of future success, 

and recommended a combination of PSF or NWF with the WIF as an initial screener for 

at-risk students. Shefelbine (2016) created a list of irregular sight words in order of 

frequency, and recommends direct instruction of these words to build fluency; early 

mastery of these words enhances young students' ability to read connected text. 

We use a high-frequency list of 300 words for assessment. Our PES goal for 

acquisition is the first 100 words by the end of first grade, and all 300 high-frequency 
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words by winter break of the second grade year. This has been an attainable goal for the 

great majority of students, including students whose home language is other than English. 

The formative assessment data is used in the Tier 1 classroom as well as in the 

Tier 2 classroom to inform small group and individual instruction. 



Chapter 4 

Tier 2 in Action 

"Which scenario is the most fair? The one in which they all got one crate each, or the 
one in which they could all watch the game? In the equity scenario, we did give one of 
the kids three times what we gave another, but that's what it took for all of them to have 
the same experience at the game. It matters whether we're looking at the beginning or 
the end of the story: the action or the effect of that acti.on. And that, to me, is the 
difference between equality and equity." Anna Mracek Dietrich (Advocacy, 2014) 

Implementation of the Project 
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A successful system of intervention requires effective formative assessments to 

determine the student's current level of achievement. These formative assessments enable 

classroom teachers to determine the appropriate instructional plan for each student. 

Within this framework, the small group work targets each child's needs, flexible 

instructional groupings promote maximum effectiveness, and the best result for the 
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students can be achieved. The earlier these interventions are implemented, the greater the 

success rate. The balance of this chapter will expand upon Chapter 3, presenting the 

system of intervention I developed in my Tier 2 program which are adaptable to the Tier 

1 classroom. 

Tier 1 and Tier 2 Instructional Practices 

To support student acquisition of high frequency words, I developed a system 

which utilizes multicolor 2.75" x 5.5" card stock (6 cards per sheet), collated, cut and 

punched in the upper left corner by the print shop of our local Office of Education. Each 

student is assessed using the 300-word list, with notations on a record sheet of a check for 

words known and a hyphen for those not known. To show mastery, the child must know 

the word with automaticity. Individual sight word cards are then prepared with a bold 

black marker for the words not yet mastered, and the words are then put onto a metal o

ring. The top card has the child's name and the words "in progress" below. As students 

achieve mastery, the words are moved onto a second ring with a top card showing the 

student's name and "words mastered" below. We present eight to ten new words at a 

time. As the words are moved to the "mastered" ring, we make additional cards for the 

"in progress" ring. 

The words are introduced with the following script: 

"This word is 'which'. What word?" (Student responds). 

"Spell 'which'." (Student responds). 

"Word?" (Student responds). 

This script is used throughout the process. Spelling the word both provides 

reinforcement of letter names and causes the student to take a close look at the word. For 
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daily practice, give the student time to produce the word, and present the word again if 

needed using the above script. If they hesitate, have them spell the word as well. Students 

are tested for mastery once a week, mastered words are moved onto the other ring and 

words still needing practice remain. This gives an opportunity to remind the student that 

we want her/him to know the word "in the snap of a finger", or with automaticity. The 

assessor then prepares new words for the practice ring, introducing them with the above 

script. 

Daily practice is ideal, and there are several options for this. Students can be 

pulled individually to practice with the teacher, instructional assistant, or parent 

volunteer. Partner reading is another excellent opportunity, with the more fluent partner 

presenting the words for practice using the above script. As the Literacy Intervention 

Teacher, I pushed in to the first grade classroom and performed the weekly assessments 

as well as the preparation and presentation of new words for each student. 

The DIBELS class list can be used for pairing students for partner reading, as the 

"Former Goals Class Report" ranks students in order by a composite fluency level as well 

as indicating the level of support recommended for the student. The teacher divides the 

report in the middle, then pairs the first student listed with the first middle student, 

second with second middle, etcetera. The teacher can then make minor adjustments to 

partner pairs with other considerations of personalities and temperaments in mind. 

Templates for Instruction 

As discussed in Chapter 2, interventions at the early grades are essential to student 

success, so we concentrate our efforts at grade levels K-3. Essential tools for this work 

are the Templates for Instruction (Attachment C) (WRRFTA 2005). I was trained in the 



use of these templates during a 12-day intensive literacy training (Ashlock, 2006-2007). 

We followed this up with teacher in-service training on use of the templates, and I 

subsequently trained instructional assistants as well. 
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Cards #1 and #2 provide the necessary repetitions for mastery of letter names and 

sounds, and Cards #4 through #6 teach key phonemic awareness skills. Card #3 is used in 

kindergarten and beyond for introducing and practicing the high frequency words, 

utilizing the say-spell-say strategy for reinforcement. Card #7 is a highly effective tool 

for teaching phonemes: digraphs and trigraphs, vowel pairs, r-controlled vowels, and 

dipthongs. Cards #8 and #9 support students in learning to blend words. Finally, Card 

#10 is a powerful template for decoding, and has been particularly effective in first grade 

for practicing word reading as vowel pairs are introduced and also for reading 

multisyllabic words. For second and third grades, the template is used to gain mastery of 

challenging spellings such as silent letter pairs, vowel pairs, affixes, and blending/reading 

multisyllabic words. 

Ideally, targeted phonics lessons are followed by whiteboard spelling practice. 

The use of whiteboards removes the pressure of paper pencil spelling and allows for 

immediate teacher feedback and student correction. It works both in small group and 

whole class settings. Card #6, Template for Phoneme Segmentation, supports the students 

with encoding words that flow from the phonics lesson, training them to record a sound 

spelling for each phoneme in the word. This serves to solidify student acquisition of the 

sound spellings being practiced. 

Tier 2 in Action, K-3 
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The PES Tier 2 literacy intervention program supported K-8 students in 

acquisition of literacy when it was determined that the students needed additional support 

to achieve grade level literacy goals. We served students across the grade levels, with an 

emphasis on the primary grades. Approximately 80% of our Tier 2 students are native 

Spanish speakers. This section will focus on the program we developed for the primary 

grades. 

A key strength of our program was the supportive atmosphere of our Tier 2 

classroom. Our horseshoe teaching tables were an essential element, as they allowed for a 

friendly setting and easy access to each student. We did not use a single intervention 

program, utilizing several resources and individualizing the approach based on the 

specific needs of each child. We strove to engage each student's interest in learning and 

to build their self-confidence. We also had a well-stocked lending library, as the ultimate 

goal was to develop enthusiastic independent readers. 

Tier 2 students came to the intervention classroom for a 30 to 45-minute block 

two or three times a week for a period of six to twelve weeks, based on student need and 

in collaboration with the classroom teacher. Progress monitoring was ongoing, and we 

extended their time with us if the student still needed support at the end of the period. For 

students who failed to progress at the expected pace, we had the option of increasing the 

intensity of the intervention to Tier 3. This could mean increasing to five days per week 

or providing one to one tutoring. Student needs ranged from phonemic awareness, letter 

names and letter sounds through phonics, comprehension, and fluency. A typical 45-

minute session with a group of primary students included template work, whiteboard 

spelling, fluency practice, and also letter formation as needed. We targeted instruction 
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based on the individual students' DIBELS, CORE Phonics, and sight word data, grouping 

students based on the assessment data. 

We utilized the templates for word work, aligned with the reading and spelling 

practice for the day's lesson. Card #10, "Template for Word Reading, Spelling Focused" 

was the principal template for developing decoding abilities from CVC words through 

multisyllabic words with affixes. Combined with Card #7, "Template for Sound/Spelling 

Review", these templates were the cornerstone of our word work and were instrumental 

in developing students' success with decoding unfamiliar words. 

Card #6 "Template for Phoneme Segmentation" is a powerful multilevel 

instructional tool both for phonemic awareness and for developmental spelling 

instruction, beginning in kindergarten and continuing through multisyllabic words. We 

used this template for whiteboard spelling, as it teaches the students to record a sound 

spelling for each phoneme, and builds their confidence with spelling words, thus 

increasing their ability to write fluently. 

"Triumphs", an intervention component of our adopted ELA program, was our 

grade-specific high interest decodable reader for fluency practice. This decodable reader 

encompasses a wide range of genres and contains a significant percentage of nonfiction 

stories that feature engaging photographs. We selected the stories based on the targeted 

phonics lesson of the day. As time allowed, we incorporated language arts folder 

activities and board games to reinforce learning and enjoy a change of pace. The last stop 

was at our lending library, where students could check out a book to take home. We 

encouraged students who have younger siblings to take a book for themselves and 

another to read to their younger siblings. 



The Intervention Tutor worked with Kindergarten native Spanish speakers who 

needed intensive language support as well as newly arrived native Spanish speakers at 

any grade level. We collaborated in designing instructional plans, and focused the 

majority of our time on first through third graders. 

Vignettes 
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The following section will paint a representative picture of our program as it 

moved across the grade levels. In preparation for this section, I have reviewed our student 

records from several years to compile this snapshot. 

Three categories emerged from my analysis of our program. The first category 

comprised students who responded quickly to Tier 2 and continued to meet all literacy 

goals in subsequent years. Students in the second category continued to receive Tier 2 

services across two or more school years. Embedded in this group were students who 

failed to thrive despite considerable Tier 2 services as well as others who achieved 

considerable success over time. The third category included students who received Tier 2 

services and were subsequently referred for testing, ultimately qualifying for Special 

Education services. 

The ideal time to begin Tier 2 intervention services is as soon as key literacy 

goals are not met. The initial referrals to Tier 2 flowed from data discussions of the 

classroom teacher and intervention teacher. Phonemic awareness (PA) skills are of key 

importance for kindergarteners, and hearing the initial sound is the DIBELS subtest given 

in the fall. Typically, we waited to evaluate the class on PA abilities until the January 

benchmark, at which point students were also assessed for phoneme segmentation. The 

kindergarten teacher often would refer students early in the year to work with the 



bilingual intervention tutor on school readiness, and she focused on phonemic awareness 

with them as part of her program. 
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A typical Kinder group might be four students, predominately Latino boys with 

little or no preschool experience, with fall or winter DIBELS scores of Intensive. The 

intervention tutor focused on social emotional school readiness skills, getting them ready 

to learn. Academic focus was on language development and phonemic awareness, as well 

as reinforcing letter names, letter sounds, and sight words as they were introduced in the 

Tier 1 classroom. The tutor incorporated music, read aloud, cooperative learning games, 

and vocabulary development into the daily session. A small tub of realia served as 

reinforcement of initial sounds as well as vocabulary development. 

A first grade tiered intervention group was typically two to four boys and girls 

grouped for similar needs based on formative assessments. We practiced sight words with 

templates on the board, utilizing the say-spell-say procedures listed above. We also used 

templates for practicing letter sounds, consonant blends, digraphs, vowel pairs, and 

vowel-focused word reading (Ashlock, 2006-2007; Attachment C). The specific 

templates were built utilizing the students' formative assessment data, and incorporating 

individual turns provided an immediate check for understanding. This program 

component was typically ten to fifteen minutes of a 45-minute session. 

Our focus in Tier 2 was to accelerate while remediating. Most of the early literacy 

skills we focused on had previously been taught, just not to mastery. To this end, we 

taught the "big rules" first and then moved to specifics as needed. For example, "When 

two vowels go a-walking the first one does the talking" is a general rule that we found 

was helpful to students. We also focused on the "sh-th-wh-ch" digraphs early in the year, 



finding that many of our students were stuck at the level of individual letter sounds and 

would try to blend "t-h-a-t" without success. Notably, many of the first 100 sight words 

contain these digraphs. 
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Of particular note was the importance of teaching letter sounds as "stop" or 

"continuous" sounds. When students produced a stop sound with the "u" tailing along, it 

interfered greatly with blending. For instance, with the above example of the word "that", 

the child produced "tu-hu-aaa-tu", thus was unable to blend it into a word. Template 9, 

"Continuous Blending" was also helpful for these students. Producing the above word 

would sound like "thaaaat". We had them read it slow then read it fast. 

I created a binder of the most frequently used sound templates for instant access 

and to eliminate the need to constantly recreate these templates on the board. The binder 

included separate pages for consonant sounds, vowel sounds, digraphs, silent letters, 

consonant blends, vowel combinations, r-controlled vowels, and dipthongs. We used the 

consonant page to reinforce any consonant sounds not yet mastered, differentiating 

between continuous sounds and stop sounds so the students could hear the difference. 

We moved quickly into vowel-focused word reading, first producing the vowel 

sound or sounds in the word, second blending slowly, finally reading the word fast. For 

whiteboard work, we made a template comprised of words with the target vowel sounds 

as well as words from the story we would be reading and a row of multisyllabic words, 

usually between ten and twelve words total. When working with only one or two 

children, often I would invite a student up to the board to underline vowel sounds before 

we read the words for an additional focus opportunity. 
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Whiteboard spelling practice allowed students to practice encoding, utilizing their 

auditory segmenting skill. We taught them to record a spelling for every sound that they 

heard, while giving them the vowel spelling when more than one possibility existed. For 

example, the decoding practice may have incorporated various spellings for the "long e" 

phoneme. Due to the complexity of English orthography, there would be more than one 

possible spelling for this phoneme. Therefore, we provided the target vowel spelling, for 

example "ea" as in "treat". As the intention of the lesson was to improve encoding 

fluency to support their writing, providing the vowel spelling removed the variable and 

allowed the student to focus on recording consonant blends, common digraphs, and 

affixes. For example, this spelling lesson could include words such as reach, stream, 

bleach, reteach, leaping, etc. Developing abilities in spelling enabled students to exhibit 

greater fluency with writing. 

Our primary source for leveled reading was the first grade Triumphs intervention 

reader, selecting the story based on the word work of the day. We often did a picture 

walk through the story, discussed genre, made predictions if the story lent itself to that. 

Students then had the opportunity to read silently to themselves without the pressure of 

choral reading, as I leaned in to each child individually and they whisper read to me. This 

gave the student the opportunity to read the passage independently, with support as 

needed. Then, when we read the story aloud chorally, the students were able to read with 

greater fluency and increased confidence. (Opitz and Rasinski, 2008). At times we 

incorporated reading sentence by sentence, which provided fluency practice through 

repeated reading while supporting their developing fluency regarding ending punctuation. 



Noting punctuation is an important component of reading, and many Tier 2 students 

needed practice in recognizing where sentences end. 

An interesting phenomenon that I frequently saw with Tier 2 students was 

miscuing articles and prepositions, which often hampered comprehension. Watching 

students' eye movements as they read was instructive, as you saw their eyes jump over 

the "easy" joining words to the longer, more challenging words. The children usually 

inserted the correct part of speech, but not the correct word. Bringing the child's 

awareness to what they were doing and discussing the importance of these words was 

usually all that was needed to improve this aspect of their fluency. 

The primary focus for second grade and above was continuing to build fluency, 

vocabulary, and comprehension. Word work focused on multisyllabic word reading 

fluency, syllable breaks, and affixes, to support decoding of unfamiliar words as they 

were reading. Emphasis was on authentic texts, often provided by the classroom teacher. 

Science and social studies texts provided an abundance of decoding opportunities and 

new vocabulary. Google images often were helpful by providing an instant visual of the 

new vocabulary word. 

For students of all grade levels, a key component to building fluency, 

comprehension, and vocabulary was expansive independent reading (Shefelbine, 2015; 

Stanovich, 1986). To this end, we always worked with our students to find a genre, a 

book series, or an author that interested them. We helped them to choose books from our 

lending library that matched their reading level, and taught them how to choose the "just 

right" book on their own. Students who became independent readers and read for 

pleasure rarely needed additional support. 
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Chapter 5 

Reflections and Recommendations 

First School Instructional Framework: Classroom Cultures. Permission to reproduce: Sharon Ritchie 

Reflections 

The opportunity gap begins at birth. African American, Latino and low-income 

children often do not have access to early learning experiences or preschool. 

Additionally, ELs have the challenge oflearning a second language. On that first day of 

kindergarten, they arrive to begin their free, universal public education. As a democratic 

society, we have a responsibility to welcome them into our classrooms and to provide the 

support they need to succeed and thrive. 
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Pastoral Elementary School is a small fish in the very large ocean of K-12 public 

education in California. Our fifteen-year path of program improvement and student 

achievement indicates that the concerted effort of a dedicated educational community 

combined with systems of formative assessments and tiered intervention can have a 

strong positive impact on student achievement and hold great promise for narrowing the 

achievement gap. The concrete evidence of this progress is illustrated by the school's 

STAR scores (Attachment A), which show that our school narrowed the achievement gap 

from 288 points to 80 points from 1999 through 2012. 

During this period, we have been fortunate to receive a series of five year PreK-3 

grants from Marin Community Foundation. The purpose of the grants is to improve the 

educational outcomes for economically disadvantaged students. The pedagogical 

direction of the current five-year grant (2015-2020) is the instructional framework of 

FirstSchool (2014), presented in graphic form at the beginning of this chapter. The 

FirstSchool approach builds upon the work of the previous two grants and reinforces the 

focus of a child-centered classroom culture and curriculum. 

Applying Tier 2 Practices to the Tier 1 Classroom 

Howard (2009) calls Tier 1 instruction "the most critical ingredient in the RTI 

mix" (p. 54). Differentiated instruction involves modifying the content, process, product 

or learning environment to effectively address the variety of student interests, learning 

preferences, affective needs and readiness levels in today's classrooms (Tomlinson, 

2003). A classroom organized for differentiated instruction enables the teacher to meet 

the disparate needs of the students (Howard, 2009). According to Allington's (2009) 

research, the most effective first grade teachers begin the year frontloading small group 
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time to the students with the greatest need. At the beginning of the year, the allocation of 

time could be as much as 70% for the least able and 30% for the most able students (p. 

10). As the year progresses, the most effective teachers gradually move toward a 

balanced allocation of time. This approach is applicable for kindergarten classrooms as 

well, and the Tier 2 strategies detailed in Chapter 4 are easily adapted to Tier 1 

instructional groupings. In the absence of a Tier 2 intervention program, a strong K-1 

program becomes even more essential. A balanced approach to literacy is essential, as 

young students need both foundational skills and rich literature to become prosodic and 

enthusiastic readers. 

Efficient and consistent use of the Templates for Instruction (Ashlock, 2006-

2007) appears to accelerate rapid acquisition of phonics. The CORE Phonics Survey sorts 

the students by their developmental level, which enables the teacher to target instruction 

most effectively. With the zone of proximal development (ZPD) in mind (Vygotsky, 

1978), teaching vowel sounds using four-letter words with consonant blends provides the 

opportunity for mastery of both categories simultaneously. Monitor student progress 

approximately every six weeks, resort the groups, and begin anew. 

Based on my experience, focusing on the reciprocal relationship between reading 

( decoding) and writing ( encoding) appears to accelerate student mastery of the alphabetic 

principle. The say-spell-say method of practicing sight words reinforces letter names as 

well as spelling of the many irregular words. I have observed an increase in students' 

confidence and fluency with writing as they master phoneme segmentation fluency and 

apply it in their daily work. 
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Independent reading and writing activities provide meaningful individual work 

which allows the teacher to focus on a small group. The section on writing research in 

Chapter 2 presents strong support for daily writing. Whereas the time constraints of the 

Tier 2 program allowed little time for writing, it is a great fit for the Tier 1 classroom. 

Teaching developmental spelling strategies to students empowers them as writers, 

eliminating or greatly reducing the common refrain of "How do you spell .... ". Providing 

plentiful high quality tools for writing honors the child's work and perhaps increases their 

interest in the process. 

Reading 

Whole class reading, small group reading with the teacher, partner reading with a 

peer, or individual practice all have a place in the reading curriculum. Notably, "Round 

Robin" reading has been found to be the least effective reading strategy. "Good-Bye 

Round Robin" (Opitz & Rasinski, 2006) is a great resource for finding alternatives to this 

outmoded method, applicable to varied classroom settings. 

A leveled small group with the teacher is highly effective. The "lean in" strategy 

is powerful, as all students in the group are reading and rereading the leveled text silently 

to themselves at their own pace until the teacher leans in. The student then whisper reads 

to the teacher, and the teacher is then able to address the student individually with 

targeted support as needed before moving on to the next student. 

Writing 

Writing time provides children with the opportunity to express themselves 

through writing and drawing. The most important aspect of the writing curriculum is that 

it be an integrated component of every day. A well-stocked writing center will include 



high quality materials, both paper and implements for writing and drawing. Providing 

monthly journals gives the student ready access to the materials and provides a record of 

student progress over time. Chapter 2 provides several examples of approaches to 

teaching writing in the early grades. 

Daily writing is the child's opportunity to tell a story in pictures and words. The 

process of writing integrates all they have learned about sound symbol relationships, 

phonemic awareness, and mechanics. Typically, the child's writing will progress in line 

with their stage of development. One child may represent a story with scattered 

consonants, another may be writing whole words phonetically. 
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Individual book boxes are a practice that I have observed while visiting other 

PreK-3 grant schools. Students are given time each week to return books they have read 

to the classroom library and fill their box with different books at their reading level. Their 

box is readily available whenever there is time in the day to read, and transition time is 

minimized. 

Reflections on Tier 2 

My transition from the classroom to Tier 2 literacy intervention was quite smooth. 

While teaching second and third grade as a new teacher, I was naturally drawn to the 

students who were facing significant obstacles to success, particularly in the area of 

reading. I am an avid reader myself, so of course wanted each and every one of my 

students to discover the pleasure of reading a good book. My accomplished readers were 

on their own, working in partners or individually on reading, comprehension, and writing 

activities. If only I knew then what I know now! 



The Ashlock (2006-2007) training was research based, and provided a solid 

foundation for the Tier 2 program. I continued to attend trainings and read journals, 

exploring different methodologies and seeing what produced the best results. The small 

group setting of Tier 2 allowed for undivided focus on the tutoring students. We were 

fortunate to have the Intervention Tutor, who was highly trained and amazing to listen to 

while she worked with children. She and I collaborated on a daily basis, usually eating 

our lunch together in the room while talking about our students and aspects of our 

program. 

Our classroom was a warm and welcoming place, and our program was very 

popular with the students. We met them at their level and moved them along from there, 

celebrating their successes and building their confidence as readers. 

Recommendations 

Though the program of intervention I put into place in Pastoral Elementary could 

be considered a success, upon my retirement in June, 2015, my position as Literacy 

Intervention Teacher was not filled due to budget constraints. This has resulted in the 

intervention tutor attempting to fill the gap by administering benchmark assessments and 

CELDT as well as coordinating the MCF grant. This has impacted her availability for 

tutoring Tier 2 students. 

My recommendation is that my site position be replaced with a district-wide 

position of Literacy Coach. The District Literacy Coach could serve as the Grant 

Coordinator for the current MCF FirstSchool grant, which is in place through June 2020. 

The District Literacy Coach could also train staff to administer the school wide 

benchmark assessments in the areas of reading, writing, and math, insuring consistency 
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of data collection across the district. Training of instructional assistants in early literacy 

skills would expand the number of staff members able to provide support to students. 

Another key role of the District Literacy Coach could be supporting classroom teachers 

with integration of the new instructional practices of the MCF FirstSchool grant. 

Potential for Future Research 
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The Tier 1 and 2 instructional practices described in Chapter 4 proved effective in 

our program, within the context of our small school. Would they be applicable to a larger 

school with several classrooms at each grade level? In what ways would systems need to 

be modified? For example, the individualized sight word system worked well in our small 

school, but would likely prove unwieldy in a larger school. Perhaps batches of preprinted 

sight word cards could be used in small groups, using the sight word assessment to check 

for mastery. It would be informative to test out both systems and compare the results. 

Phonics instruction is also an area that lends itself to further research. Publisher 

programs introduce phonemes one at a time, not teaching the dipthongs until near the end 

of first grade and then again at the end of second grade, third grade, etc. Yet most 

students would be able to read "boy" and "toy" as sight words much earlier in the first 

grade year. Why wait until the end of the year to generalize that knowledge? 

I have administered the CORE Phonics assessment countless times, and students 

typically are stronger with the real words and fall off with the pseudo words. Mastery of 

the phonemes are of particular importance for ELs, as they are more likely to encounter 

words that are not in their oral vocabulary and must rely on decoding strategies. A solid 

grasp of the phonemes is also important in higher grades for decoding multisyllabic 

words with ease. 



If I were to return to the classroom, I would introduce and practice all the general 

rules early in the first grade year, beginning with vowel pairs. I would use word families 

to practice the vowel patterns, and then reinforce in small group for students who need 

additional practice. My hypothesis is that this would provide sufficient scaffolding for 

many of the students in the class, freeing up small group time for the students who need 

many repetitions to achieve mastery. This would be a great research project for a school 

with several first grade classrooms. If the results match my hypothesis, theoretically it 

could influence the structure of publisher programs in the future. 
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Testing API School 
Year 

1999 690 
2000 710 
2001 755 
2002 739 
2003 744 
2004 731 
2005 791 
2006 772 
2007 827 
2008 826 
2009 826 
2010 820 
2011 841 
2012 850 

14 year 160 
gain 

*Pseudonym 

Attachment A 
API, Pastoral Elementary School* 

Grades 2 through 8 
1999-2012 

Change SED** API*** API 
Latino Anglo 

501 486 774 
20 525 494 793 
45 645 573 823 

-16 653 629 784 
5 647 646 782 

-13 645 632 774' 
60 711 697 851 

-19 721 720 811 
55 772 756 895 
-1 786 784 873 
0 772 785 876 

-6 771 764 870 
21 771 789 892 
9 792 813 893 

327 119 

**Socioeconomically Disadvantaged 
***Academic Performance Index 

Latino/ Anglo 
Gap 

288 
299 
250 
155 
136 
142 
154 
91 

139 
89 
91 

106 
103 
80 

Source: State Testing and Reporting (STAR), 1999-2012 
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PreK-K 

K-3rd 

Attachment B 

PreK-3rd Assessment Schedule 

English Language Arts 

Kinder Readiness Survey 

DIBELS Benchmark Assessments Sept, Jan, May; PM as needed 

Dolch Sight Word Assessment: 

I st : Sept, PM as needed through first I 00 words 

2nd: Sept, PM as needed through 300 words 

3rd : Sept for any new students 

CORE Phonics Assessment 

Kinder: June through CVC words 

I st - 3rd : Sept, PM as needed until student passes 

screening through multisyllabic nonsense words 

Elementary Spelling Inventory, Words Their Way 

1st - 3rd: September and May, PM as needed 

San Diego Quick 

2nd -3rd: May 

CELDT, September - October, hand-scored 
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Attachment C 
Templates for Instruction 

hlock Consulting, Inc. 
big drem:ns · endle~:s pt'Onlise · all 11.ir.gr, e:repomtble 

January 25, 2016 

Ashlock Consulting gives permission to Sandy Kaplan to reproduce the Templates for 

Effective Instruction in their original form with all footers and copyright citations in the 

body of her thesis entitled "ELLS, Equity and Early Intervention". 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer J. Ashlock 
President 
Ashlock Consulting, Inc. 
P.O. Box 4515 
Petaluma, CA 949455 
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i 

I ---· Explanation/Script ·--
Letter/name review 

i I PREPARATION 

~;;. .. ~ Lotte,..;;;;;._ (~) -------1 

' 
Write the letters from the Lesson Map on the board. 

·--~ I SIGNALING PROCEDURE 
Use appropriate signals to elicit 
unison student responses. 

1. EXPLAIN TASK 
Briefly name and explain 
the task to students prior 
to starting the activity. 

2. MODEL RESPONSE 
Model desired response to 
the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

3. PROVIDE PRACTICE 
USING WHOLE-GROUP 
RESPONSES UNTIL 
KNOWLEDGE APPEARS 
TOBE SOLID 
Use effective signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 
procedures. 

! 4. CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

S. INDIVIDUAL TURNS 

! 

..... _______ 

i:-- Do i 
, Focus Touch Just to I Name? 

the left of the ! 
letter. i 

Waitt:!):,,e 2 seconds 

~-i Signal for student Tap under 
resoonse - letter. 

Say: You're going to practice saying the /1ill11iM fo rsome 
the name 
apunder 

letters. When I touch next to a letter, figure out 
in your head. say the name of the letter when It. 
it. 

e.) (Model only the first couple of times you do this templat 
Say: I'll model how to say the name of the first two letters. 
My turn. 
Model, using the signaling procedure above, wlth only teacher 
responding. 

Say: Your turn. 
Use the signaling procedure above with only students responding. 

To correct students: 
Say: My turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only teacher responding to 
correct students on missed Item. 
Say: Your turn. 
Use signaling procedure above wlU1 only students responding. 
Back up two letters and continue. 

When the group is answering all items oorrectly, provide individual 1 
turns as a check. call on several students for one letter each. call ' 
on students in an unpredictable order. call more frequently on 
students who made errors. If a student makes an error on an 
Individual turn, you may provide the Correction Procedure with all 
students responding. 

~--...L.-----·--··-··---·------· 

June 2005 (Revised Jtme 2007) DRAFT Templates, a prod:.1ct of the Nalfonal Canter tor Rtm::iin9 F'ir.il Technical Assislanco (NCRFTA). 
D<Neloped by the Western Regronal Reading Flrsl Technical Ass!slance Ceoter (WRRFTt,C) 1n co!lat>orallon with Aahleel\ CO!'.aull!r.g, Inc. 

TI1e lnlellect.lal p!Operty repre&enled in these mateciats, as well as the mater1ars lhems&lves. aro p:olectetl by copynghl. In aCldUlon, the provisloos or 
EDG:A.R Secifon 80.34. appJy to lhetlo mat~ms. Any uso oflhese rnaterial$, lnclU.:!ltv.J, bu! not limited to. ::o;:iylr.g, tlislnbUlicn, ot sale is m-:presi;ty 
pro!i1biled witholl. the writlen oonsenl ol lM developer. 
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--------T-~~;;:te for Letter/Sound ;:v-i-ew- =9 
=-----1-- ---- e19!.t~natloii7sc<iPI: _ -

, Letter/sound review 

Wlite letters from the Lesson Map on the board. PREPARATION 

SIGNAUNG PROCEDURE 
Use appropriate signals to elicit 
unison student responses. 

1. EXPLAIN TASK 
Briefly name and explain 
the task to students prior 
to starting the activity. 

! 2. MODEL RESPONSE 
Model desired response to 
the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

3. PROVIDE PRACTICE 
USING WHOLE-GROUP 
RESPONSES UNTIL 
KNOWLEDGE APPEARS 
TOBESOUD 
Use effective signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 
procedures. 

4. CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

5. INDIVIDUAL TURNS 

r -- I Do Sav --
---·· 

'Focus J Touch just to Sound? 
lelt ofletter. 

Wait time ! 2 seconds 
_ Signal for student I Tap/touch 
, ~----- under letter*. 

"'Tap under stop sounds, touch For two seconds under continuous sounds. 

Say: You're going to practice saying the §9JJ!Jf!6 for 
letters. When I touch next to a letter, Rgure out the 

some 
sound 
sound in your head. When I touch under tJ,e Jetter say the 

as long as I continue to touch under the letter. 

(Model only the first couple of times you do this template.) 
etters Say: 111 model how to say the sound of the first two t. 

when I touch under them. Hy turn, 
Model, using the signaling procedure above, with only teach er 
responding. 

Say: Your turn. 
Use the signaling procedure above with only students respo nding. 

To correct students: 
Say: Mytum. 
Use signaling procedure above with only teacher responding to 
correct students on missed Item. 
Say: Your turn, 
Use signaling procedure above with only students responding. 
Back up two letters and continue. 

When it appears that the group is consistently answering all items 
correctly, provide Individual turns as a check. can on several 

I 

students for one sound each. call on students in an unpredictable 
order. Call more frequently on students who made errors. :J' 

.

1

, If a student makes an error on an Individual turn, you may provide 
the Correction Procedure with all students responding. 

---~--.. ··-.. -·--· .. --- --- -

June 2005 (Revised June 2:007) DRAFT Temptales. a product of the National Center ror Readl"lg First Teetink:alAssistance {NCRFTA}. 
Oeve.'op~d by the Western Rcg:onal Re.t1ding First Ti<M:hnlcal Assistan::e Cenlr.r 1_\/VRRFTAC) kl collabol'at,t1n wru, Ashlock Consulting, Inc 

The- inleHeelual property represented i11 these materials, as '.'K'lli as lhe malerialt lhemselvee, are prolected by copyright. In addition, lhO pro,.,isions or 
ECGAR See!lon 80.34, spply to lhesi, mmenals. A11y use ol these rm'llerials, including, but nol limited tc, copying. dts11ibullon, or sa!EI is express.'Y 
prohibited wilhO!.ll lhe w1llten consent of the develOper 
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el>S 

N PREPARATIO 

SIGNAUNGP 
Use approprlat 
unison student 

ROCEDURE 
e signals to elicit 
· responses. 

I , 1. EXPLAIN TASK 
Briefly nam 
the task to 

e and explain 
studen_ts prior 

to starting the act1v1ty. 

2. MODEL RESPONSE 
Model desired response to 
the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

1 
3. PROVIDE PRACTICE 

USING WHOLE-GROUP 
RESPONSES UNTIL 
KNOWLEDGE APPEARS 
TOBE SOLID 
Use effective signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 
procedures. 

4. CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

Template for Practicing Word Reading 
( regular and irr~ular words) 

Exelanation[Scriet 
Regular and irregular word reading 

Write words from the Lesson Map on the board. 
--··-···· ··-I Do ~ 

I Focus Touch Just to the Word? 
left of word. 

-Wait time 2 seconds 
Signal for student Slide hand under 
resoonse wordoul~_ 

Say: Youro going to practice reading words. When I touch 
head. just to the left of a word, figure out the word in your 

When I slide my hand under the word, say the word. 

' (Model only the first couple of times you do this template.) 
Say: 111 model how to say the first two words when I slide 
my hand under them. My tvrn. 
Model, using the signaling procedure above, with only teacher 
responding. 

Say: Yourturn. 
1 Use the signaling procedure above with only students responding. 

To correct students for regular words: 
. Say: My tvrn. 
· Use signaling procedure above with only teacher responding to 

correct students on missed Item. 
Say: Your turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only students responding. Then 
use one of the following routines on the missed word: 

1. Sound-by-Sound Blending (card 8) 
2. Continuous Blending (card 9) 
3. Word Reading-Spelling Focused (Card 10) 

Back up two words and continue. 

To correct students for Irregular words: 
Say: My turn. 
Use signaling pmcedure above with only teacher responding. 
Say: Your turn. Word? ___ • Spell ___ . Tap under each l_. I letter as students spell the word aloud. Word? ___ • 

-

I Back up two words and continue. 

L _______ .,,,continued on next page 

Jur,u 2005 (ReVised June 2007) DRAFT Templalt>.s. a product of lhe Nallonat Center for R~di!lg FitS! Tectm1ca1 Assistance (NCRFTA). 
Developed by the WOstern Regional Reading First Technic.il Asslsian™ C'.enler (WRRFTAC) in coflaboraL:On wilh Ashlock Consullir;g, 1nrA 

i:tie Intellectual property rapresen!OO ln lhese matenals, as well as the muierials lhernselves. are prctecled by oop-ynghl. tn addition. the provisiOos of 
EDGAR Sectkin 60.3'1, app1y to tr.ese matmia!s. Ar,y use ~rt11ese malerials. Jn.:ludi:ig, but not HIYF.ted lo, copying, distritulion, or sale is &xpre5S!y 
pro!'tiblled \\1thou1 tho written co11oonl o1 the develc,per. 
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Template for Onset-Rime Blending Instruction l 

PREPARATION 

SIGNALING PROCED 
Use appropriate signals 
unison student responses 

URE 
to elicit 

i 1. EXPLAINTASK 
Briefly name and explain the 
task to students prior to 
starting the activity, 

2. MODEL RESPONSE 
Model desired response to 
the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

3. PROVIDE PRACTICE 
USING WHOLE·GROUP 
RESPONSES UNTIL 
UNDERSTANDING 
APPEARS TO BE SOLID 
Use effective signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 
procedures. 

4. CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

I·--~~~ 
i 

.................... ------·· ·-· 

Onset-Rirne .• Blendlng 
Explanation/Sc!!l!t 

Have white board marker with green cap and words from Lesson Map 
available. 

·- ·-

I Focus 

j Do --·-·-·-··· Sav ---l 
l OTap green cap of 0/k/ ! 
whiteboard marker. 

i @Tao white oart of marker. @/at/ 
~W.!!.i!;time None I Signal for Quickly slide finger above 

student marker from left to right 
resnonse from student oersoectlve. -·-· 

! Say: Youre going to put together the first sound(s) and the end 

1

. 
part of a word to make a whole word. I'll tap the marker as I 
say the parts. When I slide my finger above the marker, you say · 
the word. 

(Model only the first couple of times you do this template.) 
Say: I'll model two words for you. I1f say the first sound(s) and 
the end part, then I'll say the whole word. My turn. 

, Model, using the signaling procedure above, with only teacher 
' responding. 

Say: Your turn. 
Use the signaling procedure above with only students responding. 

To correct students: 
Say: My turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only teacher responding to correct 
students on missed item. 

I Say: Your turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only students responding. 
Back up two words and continue. ! 

. an Individual turn, you may provide the Correction Procedure with all ! .... ____ _ 

When it appears that the group is consistently answertng all items j 
correctly, provide Individual turns as a check. call on several students for 
one word each. Call on students in an unpredictable order. call more 
frequently on students who made errors. If a student makes an error on 

.. I students responding. --··-· .... _ 

June 2005 (R\:!Vlsecl Junn 2007) DRAFT Templates, a prCICl'Jci ol lhc Nallona! Cenler for Read:ng First Teclmk:al A.<sslstance (NCRHA}. 
Developed by lhe wes~rn Regional Reading First T eehnic&I As"Slstance Center (WRRFT AC) :n wllaboration wilh Ashlock. Ccns.~ltir'.g, Inc. 

Th~ lnlallectool p~ope,rty tP.pre&en~ 1n th8$e mate,ials, as well as ttie materials themselves. aru prctecteu !:ly rop~Tight. In addllion. the pro\%:ons ot 
EDGAR Sl=C!;on S0.34, apply lo !hes.!: matenals. Anv uso of these material$, inci.iding. blJI nO? limited to. copying. distrlOUUon, or sale ls expressly 
prohib:tecl wilhoui tne wnttB:i C'.cnsF.nl of the developer. 
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Steps 

TASK 

PREPRATION 

SIGNALING PROCEDURE 

Template for Phoneme Blending Instr~~ion -·I 
I --... ~ =1 Phoneme blending 

Prepare chains of 2, 3, 4, and 5 cubes prtor to lesson. Have words 
from Lesson Map available. 

~-······· 

cit i Use appropriate signals to ell 
1 unison student responses. 

r 
Focus 

Do 
/k/ ~!h~11 I 

' Tap one cube-as you say each 
sound from left to right from I 

i student perspective; one I 
j Waitti!!le 

second between each sound. 
r-iaiie 

Signal for Quickly slide finger above cubes 
i student from left to right from student 
l reseQnse ; ~ers~ective --

i 1, EXPLAIN TASK Say: You're going to practice blending individual sounds to 
make words, I'll tap a cube as I say each sound In the wor. 'd. Briefly name and explain 

task to students prior to 
starting the activity. 

the 

2. MODEL RESPONSE 
Model desired response to 
the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

3. PROVIDE PRACTICE 
USING WHOLE·GROUP 
RESPONSES UNTIL 
UNDERSTANDING 
APPEARS TO BE SOLID 
Use effective signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 
procedures. 

4. CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

S, INDIVIDUAL TURNS 

l _____ _ 

; , When I st 'de my finger above the cubes you'll say the whole 
word. 

(Model only the first couple of times you do this template.) 
Say: I1/ model for you how to blend the sounds I say into a 
word. I'll model two words. My turn. 
Model, using the signaling procedure above, with only teacher 
responding. 

' Say: Your turn. 

I 

Use the signaling procedure above with only students responding. 

To correct students: 
Say: My turn, 
Use signaling procedure above with only teacher responding to 
correct students on missed Item. 
Say: Your turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only students responding. 
Back up two words and continue. 

When It appears that the group Is consistently answering all items 
correctly, provide individual turns as a check. can on several 
students for one word each. Call on students In an unpredictable 
order. Call more frequently on students who made errors. If a 
student makes an error on an Individual turn, you may provide the 

I Correction Procedure ll!ith all students respond\n~g,.,. ______ _ 

June 2005 (Revised J,1rm 2007) DRAFT Templates, a product of lhe Natior:al Cenler !or Rea<1Jng First Tcchnlotl Auistance (NCRFTAj. 
Duve loped by the Weslem Reg!ol'!al Roa ding Fir&t T...cnnical Mlsiatance Center (WRRr-TAC) in :ol!a..."'oi'alion 'MlhAshkldt Cons.!Jlltng, Inc. 

Thit ink:llec:lual pmparty rer.rese111ed in these mate,ial&, as well as !he maturi,;1ls tt;emsel,,.es. are proleGted by coi,ynght. In ack:lltlOl'l, tile provisic1\s of 
EDGA~ Strilon 60.34, 2PPIY to these rrmte:lais. Any use ¢I these malerials. incllld1n9, tul no; Hmiled to, cop)'ir.g, dlslritullon, or sale Is e:cpressly 
proh1b1ted wllhoul !he wri!len o:msenl of the de...eloper. · 
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·-··· 

RE 
0 

SIGNALING PROCEDU 
Use appropriate signals t 
elicit unison student 
responses. 

EXPLAIN TASK 
Briefly name and explain 
the task to students prior 
to starting the activity. 

2. MODEL RESPONSE 
Model desired response 
to the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

j 

Template for Phonemea::::;tio~-- ····-~ --·-
~i.91lan ·--· 

Phoneme Segmenting 

ailable. Have words from Lesson Map av 

Focus 

Waittime 
Signal for 
student 
response 

............ 

.. _, __ 
Do 

Hold upa closed fist, 
ill!.: OU. finoers faci 

None 
Every seco 
finger in a 

nd hold up one 
left to right ' 

progressio1 1 from student 
e for every perspectlv 

Sa 
Pan. 

sound lnJt, e word. ______ ~-----

saying the sounds in words. 111 Say: You're going~ praclice 

I say a word. Each time l hold up a finger, you11 say a sound In 
. the word. 

(Model only the first couple of times you do this template.) 
Say: 111 model how to say the sounds in two words.111 say a 
sound each time I hold up a finger. My turn. 

, Model, using the signaling procedure above, with only teacher 
I responding. 
i 

3, PROVIDE PRACTICE i Say: Your turn. 
USING WHOLE-GROUP Use the signaling procedure above with only students responding. 
RESPONSES UNTIL 
UNDERSTANDING 
APPEARS TO BE SOLID 
Use effective signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 
procedures. 

4. CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

5. INDIVIDUAL TURNS 

To correct students: 
Say: My turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only teacher responding to correct 
students on missed item. 
Say: Your turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only students responding. Back up 

, two words and continue. 

I When it appears that the group Is consistently answering all items 
correctly, provide Individual turns as a check. Call on several students 
for one word each. Call on students In an unpredictable order. Call 
more frequently on students who made errors. If a student makes an 
error on an Individual turn; you may provide the Correction Procedure 
with all students responding. 

June 2005 {Rt3Ylsgd June 2007) DRAFT Templates, a product or the Natklna1 center for Reading r:'ltst Technlcal Assistance (NCR FT A). 
Developea D)' tl:tt Western Reyiol'lal Ree.d!r,g First TechnicalASS!,1tance Center (\IVRRFTAC) in colfabt>ration \Mth Ashlock COlll!Vltlrtg. Inc. 

The mtellect1.Jal propnrty repmsented in these materials. as well as Iha mat€!rials themsel'leS. are prolected by copyright In addilicm, the provls1ons or 
EDGAR Seciion 80.34, awiy to these rr.atonahi. Any use of \he:,e metetiats, lnciud1n9. but not limited 10, copying, dislrlbullon, (J( sala ls express!:,' 
prohicitad without lheVHltten coi1sent of lhe developer. 
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;:;;;;-_ ...... .;;; ... m .. - - I 
i - - -·exi)ianation/Script ---
' Sound/spelling review 

Write spellings from the Lesson Map on the board. 

SIGNALING PROCEDURE r-----··"----·--~-~--
Use appropriate signals to elicit i Focus ___ _ 

Sa 

unison student responses. 

1, EXPLAIN TASK 
Briefly name and explain 
the task to students prior 
to starting the activity. 

2. MODEL RESPONSE 
Model desired response to 
the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

3. PROVIDE PRACTICE 
USING WHOLE-GROUP 
RESPONSES UNTIL 
KNOWLEDGE APPEARS 
TOBE SOLID 
Use effectiVe signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 

f procedures. 

4. CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

5. INDIVIDUAL TURNS 

Waittime 
Signal for student 
response 

Sound? 

Say: You'.i'e going to practice saying the 6flYl]J/§ for some 
spellings. When 1 touch next I» a spelling, figure out the 
sound in your head. When I tap under the spelling, say the 
sound, 

' (Model only the first couple of times you do this template.) 
Say: I'll model how to say the sounds of the first two 
spellings. My turn. 
Model, using the signaling procedure above, with only teacher 
responding. 

Say: Your turn. 
Use the signaling procedure above with only students responding. 

To correct students: 
say: My turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only teacher responding. 
Say: Your turn. 
Use signaling procedure above with only students responding. 
Back up two spellings and continue. 

j 

When it appears that the group Is consistently answering all Items 
correctly, provide Individual turns as a check. Call on several 
students for one spelling each. call on students In an unpredictable 
order. call more frequently on students who made errors. If a 
student makes an error on an individual turn, you may provide the 

Correction Procedure with all students responding. ·····---1 
~-----·----~~---

June 2005 {Aevised Juno 2007) DRAFT Ten1plales, a prodl1:::1 ot111e Nallona! Cenli:;r !or Reading First Teclmicat Assislarioo (NCRFTA} 
Devaloped by 1he We&lem Regior.al Readn:g Firtt Technical A&&ister.ce Ceritl'lr {WRRFTAC) In ccllaboral:On With AShlock Coosu1Ur.tl, Inc 

The :ritellw.1,1al property repre$r.!'lled In these materials, as ""'ell as !he matE!rial$ themselves, are prO".acteci by COP'Jright. In sddmon, ti'ln pro\lisions ol 
EDGAR Seciitm 80.34, apply to theso maledats. Any use of theS9 mater.els. including, but not limited to, ccw,ng. dlstribuliou, or tlale 1s expressly 
prohibited Wlthcut the wdlh::n ccrisent Ol \hB deve!Oper 
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Template for Sound-by-Sound Blending ----i 
---··,------··---~---_-_ --E=xp==la=n=a-~_;;_~_ts_c_r_~_t-====----_-_-_···--J 

I TASK ·----- ·--1-S-ou-n-d--b-y--So-u·nd Blending 

I PREPARATION Have words from Lesson Map available. 

SIGNALING PROCEDURE Sound(SpeUfugs · ... .,,1·_. ~·~··~;._:'·llo,,_··~·:~_1L-.o......·._,,sa,.yL-'-~·---" , 
Use appropriate signals to , '-"-Fo"'c,.,u=•-------·-r,_w=rite=s=nell"'in'"n.~-'-------" 1· 

elicit unison student j ~\.time ._N,,,oe,nee._ ___ _, _____ -.J 

1 

responses. Signal for student response !..;:;·:~~~~ .................... : .. Sound? .................. . 

l snellinn.'* 
.-1--.c_·-_,Sa,,, • .,__.. __ 

J 

1, EXPLAIN TASK 
Briefly name and explain 
the task to students prior 
to starting the activity. 

Do 
Focus 

Blending** 
Touch just to itte·· Blend. 
left of first SnPl!inn, 

\ ~e . .. • Nq_~~··········----!----········-! Signal for student response 1· Sweep finger under I 
' spellings. 
. . • Word f!eadlnn . . I • . . --· Focus·· Touch just to the 

left of word. 
Word? 

Walt time None 
Signal for student response Slide hand qulckly

under word. 
j ,. If spelllng has two letters, point-with two fingers together. 

*"'Bli?.nd after two spelllngs have been written. Blend atter each additional spelling Is 
presented. 
EXAMPLE 
1. · Write mon oo.ard. Say: Soi!n/fi'Tap.iniilllr.m. · · 
2. Write a.on board: !)la. Say: !f!>ti.iji/?Tap ii~i:ler a . . 

1 3. Touch Just to left Of ma: Say: Bleiitl.. Sweep •und!lr mand a. 
i 4 Write son boa,d: .n,as. Say: ~rnf?T;,p under s.. · 

1 

s: Touch just to left of miis, Say: $end. $w!iep under m,a, s. 
6, WrltfkOn boa_l'd: mas1<, Say;c~oui,d?_T'ap under k. 
7. Touch just to left of mask. Say: Ble!ld. Sweep finger under the 

let\'ers. · . · .. .. . . : : ... · 
i 8. Touch just to feft of mask, Say: Woiil'?Sllde hand swiftly under 

thewos:<! . ' . ___ · __ _ 
-I 

Say: You're going to blend sounds to make words. When I 
f:Bp under a spelling say the sound. When I sweep my hand 
under the spellings, blend the sounds. After you blend all the 
sounds, you11 say the word. 

1 2, MODEL TASK (Model only the first couple of times you do this template.) 
Say: I'll model how to blend two words. My turn. 
Model, using the signaling procedure above, with only t~acher 
responding. 

Model desired response to 
the task with several 
examples using slgnaling 
procedure above. 

i ! . 
I _J_ , 
l.__ .............. _____ .......... ~ -- .. ·~co~~Q!!9d on next pag~.J 

Jur:e 2005 {Re\li:ied June 2007) CRAFT re:mp~1.tes, a pnxlucl of the NaOon.1; canter ror Reading First Tect:nic'.al Assistance (NCRFTA). 
Ceveloped by Iha Wastem Rogianal Reading First Tochn!cal AS!:ilstance Cenl:i:!r (WRRFTAC) In collitborallon with Astdotk CmsUitng, In~ 

TI111i tnte!teclual proparty 1eprese11re:J in these rnawla!G. as wen as lhe nu1,1er1e1s themsal•,es, are protected by coi:,yri!)h!. In addition, the provlsk',ns ot 
f.:DGI\R SecUon 80.34, apply lo thesa mate,ials. Any use ol thase materiols, incltJIJing, tx.it OCl nmilad !O, copying, cftslr1bution, or Mio is expressly 
prohiMad 'Mthout tho written consent Of Iha oavelo~r. 
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,

1

Jrl~.~~~:~~N~VG~1~:-~-L-;:1'_G_i-~-U;- --~-s~-:th-,,.-:-~bo-r ~fi~-n-al-ln_g_p-ro-~:::,lth o-n-ly-stu-de_n_ts_:;o_nd_l-ng-.---! 

RESPONSES UNnL 
KNOWLEDGE APPEARS 
TOBE SOLID 
Use effective signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 
procedures. 

i 4. CORRECTION 
I PROCEDURE 

5. INDIVIDUAL TURNS 

To correct students: 
i Sound Error: 
I • Say: My tum. Use signaling procedure above (without rewriting 

missed spelling) with only teacher responding to correct students 
on missed sound. 

• Say: Your tum. Use signaling procedure above with only 
students responding. 

i • Erase letters. Say: Let's start over. Re-present word. 

I

I Blending or Word Error: 
• Say: My tum. Use signaling procedure above with only teacher 

responding to correct students on missed item • 
. • Say: Your tum. Use signaling procedure above with only 
! students responding. 
I • Finish word. 

\

·. ·: Erase missed word. 
Back up two words and continue. 
Re-present missed word using all steps in signaling procedure 
with only students responding. 

i When it appears that the group Is consistently answering all Items 
correctly, provide Individual turns as a check. call on several students 

i for one word each. can on students in an unpredictable order. can 

L more frequently on students who made errors. If a student makes anJ· 
error on an individual turn, you may provide the Correction 

._ .. __ .......... _________ c~:ith all students r~p~~::g_. ____ ... __ ... 

Jw1e 2005 {Re\1sed June 2007) ORliFT Tam plates, a 11mduct ol lhe National Centur ror Reading first Tachnlctd Assistance {NCRFTA). 
Oevelope:ci by the \~tern Regicnal RiWdlng F!rat Techt1tca1 AsSlstarice Ce.1ter (WRRFTAC} in ro1aixlralion \..Uh Ashklck Car.suiting. Inc. 

The inlc\lru:iual property represented In U1ese materials. as well B$ tt1e materials thert\Selvas. are prolected by copyr;ght. In addmon, t."le pmvislon$ of 
EDGAR Sectloo 80 34, apply to these materials Any use or tr.ese materials, lnc:IU.Sng, b\JI not l!mlted lo, cop~lng, dislrlbuuoo, or $ale fs excrassly 
pmhibiled witnout the written co:1sent al me aevelc:,pM. 
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PREPARATION 

SIGNALING PROCEDURE 
Use appropriate signals to 
elicit unison student 
responses. 

Template for Continuous Blending ~ 
Explanation/Script 

i Continuou,-B-le-n-di_n_g____ ------·-.. ···-·- .. 

Write words from Lesson Map on board. 

Blendi!.'!i! . ...:C::- · Do .. 
Focus Touch ·ust to t~e left of word*. 
Wait time ' l second 
SignaTiiir student Loop finger quickly from letter J 

'i,, response to letter. Touch under each 
letter for 1-2 seconds for 
continuous sounds and an · 
Instant for sto sounds.•• ! 

W~e·-a'"'d""in,..· -+"=======---1-· · 
Focus .Tu .. uch just to the left of YfOrd. ~--
Wait time i None _j 
Signal for student · Slide hand quickly under word • 

.. ..response _ -· .. --~---
.., For words beginning with a stop sound start by pointing under the first letter. 
*'* For words !hat contain letters that make stop sound.,; in the mlddle or at the end or the 
word, move quickly off of those letters. j 
EXAMPLE 
1. Wifte slam on board. · · · · 
2. Touch.just to lefi: of the$. . · ·. . 
3. Say: Blend, : . · . 
4, Loop finger quickly from lelJ:er to letter. ·Touch· under each letterfor . 

1,2 seconcf~. Students should say sound as Jong as you touch under 'I 

. each letter. • . . 
i s. Touch Justto the left of slam. 

6, 5ay: !J"Ori{. ·. . . ... , . ·... .··. . . ·. . .. 
1. Sllc!.~i!?E.<!;under eotlre word qu~~ld°'y'"". ---~~ .. ~---

I 1. 
! 

EXPLAIN TASK 
Briefly name and explain 
the task to students prior 
to starting the activity. 

Say: You're going to blend sounds to make words, When I touch 
under a letter you11 say the sound for that letter. You11 blend the 

2. 

! 

I 

MODEL TASK 
Model desired response 
to the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

j sounds into a word. When you blend, don't stop between the 
sounds. After you blend all the sounds, you'll say the whole 
word. 

(Model only the first couple of times you do this template.) 
Say: I11 model how to blend two words, My turn. 
Model for students, using the signaling procedure above, with only 
teacher responding. 

L____ _ _____ J_. 
-------····-·-·-----.. -·-

! 
Continued Of1..!!.~~t.1!!9!J 

June 2005 (ReYi&ed June 2007) DRAFT Te1r.plales, a prodl!ct ot"lhe Nmional Center tor Reading Firsl Tecf'.nle'JI Assi$\anc9 (NCRFTA). 
Oevetopea bY tho ~tem Regilmal Reading Firsl TechnicalAsSl$taOCl:l" center (WRRFTAC} in ooUa'Ooratkm with Ashloc~ Corwu!ling, Inc. 

The l11tellectuai pm;mcty rep1esenled in lhese materials, as ,m.•11 as !he material& tnemsalvoo., ore protecied DY copyright In addition. lhe provisions cf 
EDGAR Section 60.J4, apply to lhese material!!. Any use of these mmertals, including, bUt not limitai::I IO. ~1ng, dlsMbutlon, or sale is expressly 
proniblled without 1hr. written cooser.t Cf the de1,1elooor. 
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I 

3. PROVIDE PRACTICE-- . ; Say: Your turn. ---·····-------i 
USING WHOLE- Use the signaling procedure above with only students responding. · 
GROUP RESPONSES 
UNTIL KNOWLEDGE 
APPEARS SOLID 
Use effective signaling, 
monitoring, and pacing 
procedures. 

4. CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

5. INDIVIDUAL TURNS 

To correct students: 
· Sound/Blending Error: 
• Stop and say: My turn. Use signaling procedure above with only 

teacher responding to correct students on niissed sound. 
• Say: Your tum. Use signaling procedure above with only students 

responding. 
• Say: Let's start over. Re-present word. 

Word Error: 
• Say: My turn. Use signaling procedure above with only teacher 

responding to correct students on missed item. 
• Say: Your tum. Use signaling procedure above with only students 

responding. 
• Back up two words and continue. 
• Re-present missed word using all steps In signaling procedure with 

only students responding. 

L_ 

'I When It appears that U1e group Is consistently answering all items 
correctly, provide Individual turns as a check. can on several students for 

' one word each. call on students in an unpredictable order. Call more 
frequently on students who made errors. If a student makes an error on 
an individual turn, you may provide the Correction Procedure with all I 

·-----~st_u_dents responding, .... __J 

J~;oa :WDti (Revised June 2007) DP.AFT Templates. e producl of the National Ceri.ler for Reaa1ng Fl!"&l ·ractinitc11 Assistance (NCRFTA). 
Oe,.,elopeCI by the Westem Regicma; Reading Firs! Te...i'lnfcal Asslslance Cent,,r (WRRFTAC} in wftaba1&1fon \\'llh Ashlock Consulting, Inc:. 

The Jnteilectua! pmpa11)' rlll]resented in these :r.are,ials. as well as the materials lh001$Glvtis. a,e protected by cos:,yr1g1:t. ln ~diuon. the pr°"1!il0f1S or 
F.OG,'\R S~l!on 80.34, apply to these materiots. Ar.y ~e of these rnaterialS, Including, bot no! limited IO, COJ)\'ing, dislnbol!Of\, arsal6 is e:<pre$$1i,t 
prohibited withO'Jl lhe w:iltan mr.senl of !he deveioper. 
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Template for Word Reading-Spelling Focused 

Steps 
-TASK 

PREPARATION 

SIGNAUNG PROCEDURE 
Use appropriate signals to elicit 
uniscn student responses. 

1. EXPLAIN TASK 
Briefly name and explain the 
task to students prior to 
starting the activity. 

2. MODEL TASK 
Model desired response to 
the task with several 
examples using signaling 
procedure above. 

3. PROVIDE PRACTICE 
USING WHOLE-GROUP 
RESPONSES UNTIL 
KNOWLEDGE APPEARS TO 
BESOUD 
Use effective signaling, 
monilnring, and pacing 
procedures. 

Explanation/Script 
s-·p_e_lli_ng-fo_c_us_ed_w_o_rd-re-a-dl-ng ________________ , 

Write words from Lesson Map on board. 

i-,======J:...c--c.:. ·. ' .. . bi)c
i Touch under focus s 
i 1 second 
i Tap under spelling. 

! Waittime 
i Signal for 
I student response 
* If spelling has two letters, to1.1eh with two fingers together. 

EXAMPLE 
G.. Wrlre join on board. 
2. Touch with two.fingers together under oland say: Sound? 
.3. Tap under oispelllng with two fingers lngether to prompt 

students to say /oy/. . · 
4, Touch just to the leftofwoidandsay: Word?Pause two 

seconds. . 
S, Slide. hand swiftly under Whole word to prompt students ID say 

Join. 

1 
Say: Today you'll be reading words. First you'll say the sound 
for a spelling. Then you'll say the word. 

! 

(Model only the first couple of times you do tills templare.) 
Say: 171 model how to read two words. My turn. 
Model for students, using the signaling procedure above, with only 
teacher responding. 

Say: Your turn. 
Provide practice using the above signaling procedure with only 
students responding. 

---···-······-··--·-·-·-------' ________ _,,Co=----' 
June 2G05 (Revised June 2007) DRAFT Ternplates, a p1cduct of the National Cenler !Of' Rea:dlng First Tectmica! Assislance (NCRFTA) 
Developed I>)' the 'Westem Regional Reading i;irsl Toehnir.al AS&iatance Center (1/-JRRFTAC) I!'\ oollabomtton \,.ilh Ashlci::h Consu1Uog, Inc. 

The lnteUeclua! property represented in masc m~terials, as welt as !he materials t>terr,selvas, are protected by cc:-pyrigh!. tn addition, n1e pro\1s1ens of 
EDGAR Seelioo 80.34, .!!pl>ly to these malerials. Arrt use of these :nat.ermls. Jne1udlng, b>.it nol limlted to, copying, distrib:.1t1on, Cf S3!e iii: expresS!y 
prol1f0ile{s Yllthm,t lhe written consent of tile developer. 
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CORRECTION 
PROCEDURE 

S, INDIVIDUAL TURNS 

------····-·---··-···------' To correct students: 
Sound Error: 
• Say: My tum. Use signaling procedure above with only teacher 

responding to correct students on missed sound. 
• Say: Your turn. Use signaling procedure above with only students 

responding. 
• say: Let's start over. Re-present word. 

! Word Error: 
• Say: My turn. Use signaling procedure above with only teacher 

responding to oorrect students on missed word. 
• Say: Your turn. Use signaling procedure above with only students 

responding. 
• Back up two words and continue. 
• Re-present missed word using all steps in signaling procedure with ! 

only students responding. 

When itappears that the group Is consistently answering all items 
correctly, provide Individual turns as a check. can on several students 
for one word each. Call on students in an unpredictable order. can 
more frequently on students who made errors. If a student makes an 

I error on an Individual turn, you may provide the Correction Procedure 1 

'~g~~;f f __ ?_:~_~,_~_i_EH-~"'"" _,,. """"'"" J 

June 2005 (Revisoo June 2007) DRAFT Templates. a product of Iha NaUcmai Ceol&r tor Read!ng Fitsl Technical Assistal\00 (NCRFTA). 
Oewlope.1 by !he \l\'estem Regtonal Reading First Ted1nical Asslstarn:e Center {WRRFTAC) In co~aOOr.allo.'1 wi1h As.'110ck Ccitstr!Ung, Inc 

The inlol1actual property r<!!presented In lheso materials, as weH as lt:e materials t.~oinsetves. are pro\ectecl by copy1ight. In addlbon. Iha pmvis!On$ ef 
£::DGAR Section 80.34, apply lo lhese rnate,ials. Any tJSO ortr:ese mat~r.ats, fncill(:llng, bUI !\Qt lirrJted 10, copying, di&lnblllion, or $aie Is e,1pre&Sly 
prohibited without Iha written consent ot lhe developer. 
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